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Chapter I - Introduction
This thesis is an attempt to determine the possible relationship
between personality faotors of children of dull and bright intelligence and
treatment results. It is based on the conclusions of several studies which
suggest that children of dull intelligence tend to develop different person-
ality traits than children of brighter intelligence. One such study points
out
that the child of superior intelligence has a much better chance of
developing a desirable personality than the child who is retarded in
intelligence, whereas the child who is retarded in intelligence has more
chance of developing an undesirable personality than does the child of
superior intelligence. This is not to deny that children of superior
intelligence may develop undesirable personality characteristics or that
children of retarded intelligence may develop desirable personalities.
The data present ample evidences of both types of development. The sig-
nificant feature is that both types of data point quite unequivocally
to the fact that more desirable personalities are found among those who
are superior in intelligence, and more undesirable personalities among
those who are retarded in intelligence.'*'
For the study, the writer used twenty-eight cases, chosen at ran-
dom from among the cases of several child guidance clinics. The limitations
imposed on the selection of the case records are as follows: 1. Only closed
cases were considered; 2. The cases have been closed in 1943, 1944, 1945;
3. Only children above six years of age and below thirteen years of age
were included in the study; 4. The children selected fall within a certain
intelligent quotient range. The dull group is restricted to children with
intelligent quotients above seventy-five and below ninety, and the bright
group is limited to children with intelligent quotients above 110 and be-
1 William McGehee and W, Drayton Lewis, "A Comparison of Certain
Personality Characteristics of Mentally Superior and Mentally Retarded
Children”, Journal of Educational Research
,
35:609-610, April, 1942.
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low 125. The author justifies the setting up of these ranges from, the fact
that psychologists generally agree that dull average intelligent quotients
extend from eighty to ninety and bright average from 110 to 120. The au-
thor has extended these ranges to five points below and five points above
to allow for a larger sampling of cases and also because of the possible
four point variation in testing results; 5. Children with serious health-
problems or physical handicaps were excluded. This pertains only to the
state of the child’s health at the time of clinic attendance. There is the
case of one little girl who was known to have had a heart condition, some
time previous to her referral to the clinic, but the condition had cleared
at the time she attended clinic, and the author included her in the study.
Only one case falls outside this imposed limitation, as the child had a
heart murmur at the time he attended clinic, but the author wished to study
this case because the child was a brother of another patient, included in
the study, and it was felt that a comparison of the cases might be interest-
ing, if not significant in its effect on the final conclusions. Although
children with hearing defects were eliminated, children with minor visual
defects were not excluded. It was considered advisable to emphasize the
health factor and set up this rigid limitation, because of the generally
recognized interrelationship between physical health and personality and
the possibility thet a child handicapped by a physical deformity or poor
health may develop a-typical personality traits; 6. Another limiting fac-
tor concerns children living in institutions, foster homes or with rela-
tives other than parents, a.11 the children in the study were living with
their natural parents, with the exception of two children, one who was liv-
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3ing with his reel father and a step-mother, the other with a step-father and
a natural mother; 7. Certain types of referrsls were excluded, namely;
children referred exclusively for reading end speech defects; adoptive re-
ferrals; referrals for school placements. This was done in an attempt to
limit the subject; 6. No reopened cases were included, as it was felt treat-
ment results in such instances would not be as representative; 9. The treat-
ment results in the cases used were definitely known; 10. Only treatment
cases were considered. Treatment cases are cases, described and classified
as such by the psychiatrist.
All cases contained in the thesis fall into the following categor-
ies of treatment results: much improved, improved, slightly improved, and
unimproved. The treatment result in each esse is designated in the closing
entry of the psychiatrist's or social worker's record.
These are some of the questions posed by the author end which the
thesis attempts to answer. How do treatment, results among bright children
compere with treatment results among dull children? Are there definite
and recognizable personality traits among bright children which result in
improved treatment results? Similarly, are there certain personality
traits which seem to be related to unimproved or slightly improved treatment
results? Are there personality traits in dull children which seem to be
related to improved and unimproved treatment results? Are there obvious
personality differences between bright and dull children with unimproved
treatment results? What is the relationship between, the child's personal-
ity and attitude toward the clinio and the osrent's personality and attitude
to the clinic as it effects treatment results? There has been a good
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4deel of speculation as to the relative importance of the maternal attitude
and the child’s personality in their relation to successful and unsuccess-
ful treatment results. One such study of a group of cases concluded that
"the paramount determinant of improvement in cases in which maternal atti-
tudes do not change may be the personality of the child rather than the
p
type of treatment that is given”* The article continues
Aside from this speculation, the study of these fifteen cases suggests
that there is a type of child who can be helped although the attitude
of his mother cannot be modified. The children who were successfully
adjusted were somewhat younger than those who remained unimproved. All
were under fifteen years of age. They were a brighter group with in-
telligent quotients all over 100. They were, for the most part, re-
bellious and defiant, specifically toward their mothers. All of them
had an ability to make friends. None was considered particularly im-
mature. None was under- dynamic, and all were alert, active, end had
interests. All were frank and cooperative with the psychiatrist and
were willing to talk. All these findings, however, must be considered
in conjunction with the fact that four of these children were taken out
of their homes, and for the remaining two outside help was solicited.
This suggests that this type of child, provided with some form of moth-
er substitute, stands a good chance of adjustment, regardless of the
lack of change on the mother’s part.
2
The writer hopes that the following data will either confirm or
negate the above findings.
The case histories to be presented in this study have been taken
from case records from the files of the Massachusetts Division of Mental
Hygiene, Child Guidance Clinics. The State of Massachusetts organized the
Division of Mental Hygiene in 1922 and the first child guidance clinic in
the United States was established here. The clinics offer youth special-
2 Pearl Lodgen, ”Some Criteria for the Treatability of Mothers and
Children by a Child Guidance Clinic”, Smith College Studies in Social Work,
7:312-313, June, 1937.
3 Ibid
. , p. 313.
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ized care and attention for the correction of emotional, scholastic, and
behavior difficulties. The aim of the clinics has been to correct prob-
lems in their beginning, so that the children may have the opportunity to
develop into healthy, mature men and women.
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Chapter II - Discussion of Differences in Personality-
Traits Among Bright and Dull Children
Since the main focus of this stu^y is on personality traits of
dull and bright children as they may relate to successful or unsuccessful
treatment results, the writer feels obliged to devote some space to a dis-
cussion of the differences in personality traits in children of dull and
bright intelligence, as these differences are borne out in studies and in-
vestigations made on this subject*
By a superior or gifted child, some investigators mean children
with intelligence quotients over 120; others consider it to designate an
intelligence quotient of 130 and over; while still others feel it includes
children with intelligence quotients of 110 and over. It is this last
definition which the writer refers to, interchangeably, as "bright” or
"superior" or "gifted", in this thesis. "This figure includes the tradi-
tionally bright, as classified by the normal distribution curve, and those
who form the lowest segment in the superior class as measured by the in-
telligence tests, "1
Dull children can be divided into two groups, the dull average
with intelligence quotients from eighty to ninety and the borderline dull,
just above the moron class, seventy to eighty. The writer here uses the
term "dull" to include the dull average group of eighty to ninety intelli-
gence quotients as well as five points of the group just below that, the
highest segment of the dull borderline group.
Through the years there has been much controversy over the ques-
1 John Edward Bentley, Superior Children
, p. 19,
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tion of what personality traits and attitudes are most common to superior
as against dull children and vice versa. Many previously held theories
have been discounted in the face of further studies and newly evolved evi-
dence. One such theory held that children of high intelligence were physi-
cally under-developed. Successive studies invalidated this belief and a
positive correlation between high intelligence and a well-developed body
has been shown to exist.
Let us consider how intelligence correlates with the following
personality characteristics.
Social Adaptability - Bentley says the ’’gifted are not social
misfits”.^ There are considerable data which give foundation to the fact
that superior children possess the ability to make a good social adjust-
ment. Myers also agrees that ”a11 else being equal the brighter the child
3 4the more he should be able to excel socially”.’" Bentley quotes Witty’s
findings on the subject of companionship. Witty found that 47 per cent of
gifted children play the average amount ; that 45 per cent play more than
the average amount; and that only 8 per cent play very little. In terms
of specific companionship, he has reported that 58 per cent especially
sought friends; that 38 per cent neiiher sought nor avoided companionship;
and that only 4 per cent avoided companionship. McElwee made a study of
personality traits among 300 accelerated, normal, and retarded children,
2 John Edward Bentley, Superior Children, p. 26.
3 Garry Cleveland Myers, Developing Personality in the Child at
School^ p. 2 71.
4 Bentley, op. cit
., p. 27.
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cend found that n ell three groups got along well with other children”. On
the same subject Terman has the following to say: "The correlation of
social adaptability with intelligence is also high, indicating that there
is little truth in the theory that bright children tend to be socially
queer or outcasts".®
Leadership and Popularity -
Teachers have reported that gifted children are popular on the play-
grounds, and that, as 8 group, they are more often chosen by their fel-
low students for positions of responsibility than are those children
who are commonly classified as average.^
8 QBoth Terman and McGehee and Lewis y find that lee dershiD is Dosi-
tively correlated with high intelligence.
according to teachers’ judgements, children rating above 120 intelli-
gence quotient are much oftener leaders than chance would allow, and
they are usually liked by other children, even when not designated
leaders. Few children above 120 intelligence quotient are judged by
teachers to be unpopular.
Hollingwortn^ feels that there is an optimum range of I.Q
.
with-
5 Edna Willis McElwee, "A Comparison of Personality Traits of 300
Accelerated, Normal and Retarded Children", Journal of Educa t ional Research
,
26:33, September, 1932,
6 Lewis M. Terman, The Intelligence of School Children
, p. 5 7.
7 Bentley, op. cit
., p. 27.
8 Terman, op. cit
., p. 58, see Table 8.
9 William McGehee and W. Dreyton Lewis, "A Comparison of Certain
Personality Characteristics of Mentally Superior and Mentally Retarded
Children", Journal of Educational Research
, 35:604, April, 1942, see
Table 4.
10 Carl Murchison and others, A Handbook of Child Psychology ,p. 630.
11 P* 638.
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in which popular leadership is frequent, but above which it is very improb-
able.* She sets this range at about 110 to 130 I.Q, for groups of average
cnildren, that is an average I.Q. of about 100, although conceding that the
optimum range of leadership is in direct dependence on the general intelli-
gence of the group that is being led. This would seem to point to the fact
that although children with high intelligence are often leaders, children
with extremely high intelligence are not. This is probably due to the fact
that there must be an area of contact and identification between the leader
and the group, and the ideas of the very superior individual diverge too
greatly from the average. The writer feels, therefore, that it can be
safely assumed that there exists a high positive correlation between bright-
ness or superior intelligence ar.d leadership.
Emotional Stab ility
-
Is there a positive correlation between in-
telligence and emotional stability? Witty* s investigation as it is cited
12in Bentley shows the following trends: 80 per cent of gifted children
rarely cry or get angry when they cannot have their own way; 15 per cent
never cry or get angry; and only 5 per oent frequently cry or get angry.
Gifted children are seldom teased by other children. Witty shows that 44
per cent are rarely teased, 34 per cent never teased, 15 pe r cent occasion-
1 %
ally teased, and that only 7 per cent are frequently teased. Terman
finds a low positive correlation of emotional self-control with intelli-
gence. In the studies made by McGehee and Lewis the results of comparing
12 Bentley, op, cit ,, p, 28,
13 Terman, op. cit., p. 58, see Table 8.
14 McGehee and Lewis, op, cit., p. 503, see Table 3
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superior children with retarded children for various personality traits
show that for self-control, superior boys rate 9.3 per cent, superior girls
rate 12.0 per cent, retarded boys rate 2.9 per cent, and retarded girls
rate 4.7 per cent. This is similar to Terman's findings in that it indi-
cates a low positive correlation between intelligence and emotional control
or stability.
Mo ral Traits - This includes honesty, deception or lying, steal-
ing, "Desirable moral traits seem to be correlated positively with intelli-
gence".^ Garrison cites Terman’s findings that "superior intelligence
correlates to a high degree with moral stability and accordingly accredits
gifted children with the possession of high moral character traits • A
i n
study by Root is also cited by Garrison indicating that the moral adapt-
ability and integrity of gifted children are high. As a group they aopear-
ed to be "traditional and orthodox" and good "conformists". Teachers often
times refer to their higher standards, their truthfulness and ability at
self-control as well as their general regard for rights of others. Ernest
Chave gives the following quotation from Hartshorne and May’s "Studies in
the Nature of Character", regarding the relation of intelligence to decep-
tion: "Honesty is positively related to intelligence. In almost any group
of children of approximately the same age, those of higher intelligence
deceive definitely less than those of lower levels". 18 McGehee and
15 Karl C. Garrison, The Psychology of Exceptional Children
,
p.118.
16 lb id
.
, p. 113.
17 Ibid.
, p. 119 .
18 Ernest J. Chave, Personality Development in Children, p. 96.
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Lewis^ found that for "chesting", superior boys rated 1,5 per cent, super-
ior girls 1,8 per cent, retarded boys 7,8 per cent and retarded girls 7,8
per cent, showing a positive relationship between "cheating" and dull in-
telligence. For "gambling", they found the following cor reletionions : 0.2
per cent for superior boys; .07 per cent for superior girls, .7 per cent
for retarded boys and .2 per cent for retarded girls, again indicating a
more favorable score for superior children with regard to moral traits,
TPith regard to "stealing", the same study showed that superior boys rated
,2 per cent, superior girls .1 per cent, retarded boys 1,0 per cent end re-
tarded girls 1,0 per cent. "Lying" also had a low positive correlation
with dull intelligence, superior boys received ,03 per cent for this trait,
superior girls ,5 per cent, retarded boys received 2.7 per cent and retard-
ed girls 2.3 per cent. The following passage from Vernon Jones seems to
bear out the above findings:
The first obvious conclusion is that dull and dull-normal children will,
on the average be more likely to be brought before .juvenile courts for
serious violations of moral standards than bright children, if every-
thing else, including the environment, is left alone to work itself out
as it will. The second is that, although the gift of good intelligence
does not guarantee adequate moral responses, such a gift, plus all the
other advantages and opportunities which usually go with it, does give
one a better chance to acquire high moral behaviour.^'
How do both groups rate on traits which might be considered ob-
21jectionable in the classroom? McGehee sna Lewis have interesting find-
19 McGehee and Lewis, op. cit,, p, 605, see Table 6. (The follow-
ing findings on cheating, gambling, stealing, and lying are from the same
study.
)
20 Carl Murchison and others, op. cit,, p, 451,
21 McGehee end Lewis, op. cit., p. 606.
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ings with regard to "disturbs class", "talkative", "whispering", "writing
notes". On all these traits, with the exception of "talkative" the retarded
children received higher ratings. For "talkative" both groups rated about
evenly, superior boys receiving 6.2 per cent, superior girls 7,5 per cent,
retarded boys 8.4 per cent, and retarded girls 8.0 per cent. The writers
explain thet the two groups are "talkative" for different reasons:
the superior children because they know something and are so full of it
that they must tell about it in spite of classroom rules, the retarded
because th9y are bored Vwith what is going on in the classroom end talk
to relieve boredom.
^
A great many more retarded than superior children are rated as class dis-
turbers.
Cooperativeness - Hartshorne and Hay are again cited by Chave on
the matter of relation of intelligence to cooperstiveness ." The brighter
children tend slightly to be more co-operative than the normal or dull chil-
dren. The correlations are low, however, (.005, .193, .163, and .161) for
o 7 r> a
the four groups". Terman’
s
4^ findings show a correlation of .43 between
high intelligent quotient and cooperetiveness.
25Attentiveness - Termen ' showed that there was a high positive
correlation of .54 between intelligence and power to give sustained atten-
tion. McGehee and Lewis^ call this trait inattentiveness and find superior
boys rate 8.0, superior girls 4.5, retarded boys 33.5 and retarded girls
22 McGehee and Lewis, op. cit
., p. 606.
25 Ernest J. Chave, op, cit
., p. 96.
24 Teriuan, op. cit
., p. 58, see Table 8.
25 Ibid
.
,
p. 58, see Table 8.
26 McGehee and Lewis, op. cit
.
,
p. 605, see Table 6.
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22.9, showing that there is a positive correlation between attentiveness
and intelligence or stated otherwise a positive correlation between dullness
end inattent iveness
.
Lack of interest - There seems to be general agreement that dull
children for the most pert, lack interest in their school work. For this
trait McGehee end Lewis^ show thet superior boys rate 4.0 per cent, super-
ior girls 2.6 per cent, retarded boys SO. 5 per cent and retarded girls 23,8
per cent. McElwee stetes that ’’the reterded children showed a merked lack
28
of interest in their work; were especially talkative and restless".
27 Ibid
.
,
p. 605, see Table 6.
28 McElwee, op. cit . , 26:33.
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Chapter III - Presentation of Findings Among the
Dull Children
The findings among both groups will be presented in two separate
chapters- The writer will deal in this chapter with the results of the
case studies of the fourteen dull children. The intelligence quotients of
these children range from seventy-five to eighty-nine. There was only one
seventy-five I.Q. ; one seventy- seven; one seventy-eight; one eighty;one
eighty-one; one eighty- three ; two eighty-fours; one eignty-five ;one eigh-
ty-six; one eighty-eight; three eignty-nines. For treatment results which
the writer categorized as unimproved; slightly improved; improved; and
much improved; there were four unimproved cases among the dull children;
six slightly improved cases;and four improved cases- None of the cases was
classified as much improved. There is no clear-cut majority for any one of
the categories, although there were more slightly improved cases than
unimproved or improved cases.
The writer studied parental attitudes only incidentally to the
child* s attitudes and personality, and does not feel there was sufficient
evidence to permit of rigid and accurate classifications of parental
attitudes. However, the writer did compile these parental attitudes to-
wards tiie child, and following are tne results: for the maternal attitudes
of the unimproved children, the writer found two over-protective mothers;
one rejecting motner ;and one mother whose attitude was adeouate. The
attitudes of two of the fathers of the unimproved group, were unknown. One
father was indifferent to the child, and one father was kindly or had an
adequate relationship with tne child.
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Tine maternal attitudes among tne slightly improved group of children
are as follows: one mother compared the child unfavorably with his sib-
lings; two mothers had seemingly good or adequate attitudes towards the
cnild; one mother was markedly overprotective ; one mother spoiled the child
when he was younger; one mother felt patient was the only cnild among the
siblings who caused her concern. The attitudes of four of the fatners of
this group were unknown. One father was indifferent, and one father was
critical
.
among the improved children, two of the mothers had attitudes de-
scribed as rejecting, althougn one was "not completely" rejecting; the
attitude of one mother was unmown; and one compared the child unfavorably
with his siblings. One fatner was indifferent; one father was overstrict;
and the attitudes of two fathers were unknown.
The parental attitudes towards the clinic were also tabulated, al-
though nere again they do not fall into rigid classifications. There was
very little evidence about tne paternal attitudes, so that these findings,
will for tne most part, deal with maternal attitudes towards the clinic.
The results for the unimproved group are as follows: two of the mothers
were accepting of the clinic; one mother was resistant and one mother did
not want help from the clinic. Among tne fathers of tills group, one was
accepting; tne attitudes of the others were unknown.
Among tne slightly improved group, the investigator found only one
mother wno was resistant to tne clinic. One mother seemed receptive and
anxious for nelp; one mother was aescrioed as cooperative; one mother was
appreciative of clinic nelp; one mother seemed to want nelp for patient;
\
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and the last mother was anxious for help and appreciative. With the ex-
ception of one mother, five of the mothers of the slightly improved group
had attitudes which could he called favorable or adequate- To the exclu-
sion of one father who was critical of the clinic, tne attitudes of tne
m
other five fathers were unknown.
The writer found that among the motners of trie improved children
only one motner had an attitude that could be called favorable- She was
described as "willing to cooperate" with the clinic- Another mother "ex-
pects too mucn from the clinic"; one motner was "antagonistic, yet sougnt
release and advice from the clinic"; and the last mother was resistant "as
she rarely talked about the problem, and wished to discontinue contact
with the clinic". The attitudes of these fathers were all unknown.
The writer tabulated the data for the patients' attitude towards
his siblings with tne following results: among the unimproved dull children)
tne patient' s attitude towards his sibling was unknown in three cases. In
one case tnere was "friction" among the siblings- Among the slightly im-
proved children, one cnild' s attitude was described in tne record as "feels
others are favored"; one child was openly jealous of his siblings; one
child had a good or adequate relationship; one cnild' s relationship with
his siblings gave evidence of rivalry and he resented them; there was
friction in anotner case and tne child "teased and was teased" by nis sib-
lings; tne last child in this group was selfish to his siblings. Among the
improved children one case presented a picture of sibling rivalry; another
child was jealous, but "close with nis siblings"; a tnird child had an
adequate relationship, jealousy and rivalry were denied; the fourth cnild
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felt inferior and reacted with submissiveness to his siding.
The tabulation of parental attitudes to the child's problem, is in
reality, the tabulation of maternal attitudes to tne coild' s problem, be-
cause with one exception tne records did not mention paternal attitudes
towards tne problem. With regard to the unimproved group of cxiildren, the
maternal attitudes are: one unknown; one mother was defensive about the
problem, although "she was Horrified over the patient's experience"; one
mother minimized the problem; and only one mother had a realistic or ade-
quate attitude, as she realized the patient is nervous and needs some help.
These findings emerge from a compilation of maternal attitudes towards the
problem, among the slightly improved children. One mother is irritated by
the problem; one mother shows some understanding of tne problem; one mother
is not overanxious about tne problem; two mothers do not understand the
problem, one considers it from a superficial aspect; the sixth mother is
anxious about the problem. Among the improved cases the maternal attitudes
are listed in consecutive order: defeatist attitude, believes patient is
peculiar; anxious to prove the seriousness of patient' s problem to the
clinic; upset about the problem, "wants to do something about getting pa-
tient in nand before new baby arrives"; tne fourth mother is disappointed
over patient's poor school adjustment; tie father in this case is also de-
scribed as being disappointed with patient.
A compilation of parents' response to treatment also reveals very
little with regard to fatners and results are focussed on maternal re-
sponse to treatment. Among the unimproved cases, the writer found, that one
mother could not come often to the clinic because she worked, although she
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was agreeable to tne clinic's suggestion about special class placement; one
mother was described as uncooperative, s^e did not attend clinic regularly
and showed little insight into tne cnild's problem; a third mother was
passive, found it hard to get to clinic and was resistive about discussing
patient's problem; the response of trie fourth mother was not known. Among
the slightly improved children, the results are as follows: one motner
decided to discontinue sending patient to clinic because of "taunts from
other youngsters"; a second mother was ineffectual in dealing with the
youngster, and showed a lack in getting the patient to clinic; a third
motner carried out tne clinic suggestions, and showed sne was capable of
managing by nerself; a fourth mo ther' s response was •unknown; the attitude
of the fifth mother never cnanged; and the sixth motner could not attend
clinic regularly. The father of the sixth case agreed to send the patient
to camp at tne clinic' s suggestion. With regard to the improved group, one
motner showed some cnange in attitude, became more permissive; a second
mother's rejecting attitude remained basically unchanged, although sne was
willing to carry out the clinic's recommendations made for patient; a third
motner did "not understand the necessity of expending ner effort"; the
motner in the fourth case .was encouraged and sne could be depended upon to
take the iniative; the fat ner in this case was willing to try to build up
the child's ego and security.
The writer compiled findings on clinic's impression of parents'
personality and found that results are in no sense conclusive. For the
unimproved group of children, three out of four mothers were described as
intellectually limited, low intelligence and dull, and a fourth mother was
,:
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described as " rather naive". Two mothers were overburdened with the care
of large families, and a tnird mother described as exhausted, considered
ner children a burden. Three mothers gave the impression of being pleasant.
The only father mentioned in this group was also described as pleasant,
cooperative, easy-going, but he was domineered by the mo trier in the case.
Two mothers impressed the clinic as well-meaning or well-intentioned per-
sons. Besides the characteristics already mentioned, one motner was ae-
scribed as colorless; another mother as cautious and suspicious; a third
motner as friendly and a fourth as overwhelmed with the problem and some-
wnat nelpless.
Among the slightly improved group, one motner was described as quite
intelligent, and another as fairly intelligent. Two mothers were intellec-
tually limited. Three out of six mothers were described as "capable of
developing some insight with help", "some understanding", "recognizes prob-
lem". One motner seemed confused and another exceedingly emotionally dis-
turbed. Other terms used to describe the mothers in this group were con-
scientious, "anxious to do something for the child", well-meaning, "earnest
within her limitations", "not able to treat tne more simple behaviour prob-
lems", "ability to handle problems without too much dependency on outside
help"
.
Two of the mothers of the improved group were described as intelli-
gent. Two were described as unintelligent and "limited persons". One mother
was said to be "overzealous in attempts to control" tne patient, and a sec-
ond mother expected too much from the patient. One mother gave tne impress-
ion of being immature, irritable, nagging, "not sufficiently sympathetic to
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patient"; a second mother was described as cold and calculating and able
to accept intellectually what sne could never demonstrate emotionally; a
third mother was felt to be discouraged, ineffectual, pessimistic and tend-
ed to give a glowing account of patient' s improvement in order to get out
of attending clinic; a fourth motner gave the impression of having some
insight.
With regard to patient's "attitude to clinic", the writer divided
this into tnree parts: patient's attitude and response to psychiatrist,
social worker, or psychologist; patient's attitude and response to clinic
attendance; and patient's attitude and response to other patients at clinic
Among the four unimproved cases, the patient' s response to the
psycniatrist, * social worker, or psychologist were as follows: one patient
constantly came to the social worker for reassurance; a second patient re-
sponded to the psychiatrist's friendly approacn in "monosyllabic replies";
a third patient readily established a friendly relationship with tne workerl
in the clinic; a fourth responded to friendliness on the part of the social
worker and became quite talkative; of this patient tne worker said, "he is
less sty and uncomfortable when talking alone with a person who gives Mm
attention and praise". With regard to "clinic attendance", one boy was
seriously upset about the clinic because he felt it was a place for "dumb
kids"; a second child' s attitude and response to clinic attendance is un-
known; a third cMld "seemed excited about tne visit"; the fourth child in
this group, did not want to come to clinic as ne felt it made him different
from other boys, and Ms appointments were not kept regularly. As to the
"patient's response to other patients", for two out of the four unimproved
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cases, tnis was unknown; one cnild did not play with others; the other
made "no attempt to enter into conversation with the others".
As for the slightly improved group, one child 1 s attitude and re-
sponse to tne therapist is unknown; one child made an attempt to change the
position for left-handed writing when the psychiatrist taught him; one
cnild was friendly and cooperative with tne psychilogist; another child
liked the psychiatrist; a fifth child was not particularly responsive to
tne psychiatrist; and the sixth child was friendly and talkative with the
psychiatrist. With regard to clinic attendance, one child was upset about
the clinic because of children 1 s taunts that it was a crazy clinic; a sec-
ond child kept his appointments irregularly; a third Child attended regu-
larly and was interested in prizes received for dry beds; a fourth child
enjoyed coming to clinic and came regularly; a fifth child had a "don 1 t
care attitude" towards tne clinic and his attendance after a while became
irregular; the last child in this group liked to come to clinic and his
attendance was regular. What are tne findings for this group for "patient's
attitude towards other patients"? For three out of the six cases this is
unknown. One of tne children was friendly to other patients; another mixed
well with otner children at the clinic and a third child sat quietly in the
clinic and remained "solitary" in tne occupational therapy class which he
attended.
The findings among the improved group of Children with regard to
"patient 1 s attitude and response to therapist" are as follows: one Child
was responsive although ne was self-conscious and nervous in nis interview
with the psychiatrist; however, he did respond to friendliness and revealed
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a great deal about ids job; a second crdld told his sister "wuat a pretty
lady doctor he nad and what fun it was to draw pictures at clinic"; a third
Cidld was not at all responsive to the therapist, but was quiet and subdued
during the interview; the last child in this group was reasonably respon-
sive to tne therapist. The findings in this group for the "patient’s atti-
tude and response to clinic attendance" revealed that one child was inter-
ested in earning stars; and tne attitude and response of the fourth child
was unknown. For all four children in the improved group, their response
to other patients remains unknown.
These are the findings which the writer compiled for "patient 1 s
response to treatment" among the unimproved group of children. This re-
sponse was studied from three aspects: as seen by the parent; as seen by
the therapist; and as seen by the school or as patient himself sees it. The
patient 1 s response to treatment as seen by the parent is unknown in all
four cases in the unimproved group. With regard to the therapist’ s opinion
of patient’ s response to treatment, one child was unimproved in general
although he seemed better and more assured; another child was merely de-
scribed as unimproved by the psychiatrist; a third child showed no signs
of playing with himself for a couple of weeks; however, he started to suck
hi 8 thumb a great deal and was still very active and tense; tne fourth
child in this group was unimproved in general, was not interested in at-
tending clinic and found it a great problem to get there; he refused at
first to go for an eye examination recommended by the clinic, said he would
not wear glasses anyway, and did not intend to go- With regard to the third
aspect, tne patient’ s response to treatment as seen by the school or pa-
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tient riimself, reveals t’nat for one child the scixool situation did not im-
prove. This aspect was unknown for trie turee other cases in this group.
These are the findings for the slightly improved group of children.
Tne patient' s response to treatment as seen by trie parent is unknown for
four out of six slightly improved cases- One parent noted an improvement in
tne child. Another parent felt tne cnild' s school work was better; his
general behaviour was also better; his speech was some hat improved. With
regard to tne patient' s response as the therapist sees it, one child was
said to oe doing well in school and enjoying the "Y" ; a second child tried
hard at school and nis work improved; however, ne became indifferent to the
clinic, lost interest and missed appointments, altnough it was felt he need-
ed more help; a third cnild was thought unimproved and tne psychiatrist
felt he doctored his enuresis chart; a fourth child was also described as
unimproved as tne psychiatrist felt lie too doctored his chart to earn a
prize; a fiftn child remained unaccessible ; however, there was some im-
provement in nis remedial reading; the sixtn child was described by the
occupational therapy teacher as having cnanged from his usual shy, quiet
manner. The writer found that for patient's response to treatment as seen
by tne school, one cnild snowed a little improvement in school; he did not
manifest as much nervousness and was less active; a second child's reading
improved; ne was less timid and more aggressive, although he developed a
new difficulty, inattention, which the principal felt would disappear when
the patient's emotional difficulties were ironed out; a third child's gen-
eral attitude to school work was improved; he seemed to be happier and ad-
justed well to the group; a fourth child' s attention was better and xie was
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more self-confident. The sc ool's opinion of patient's response to treat-
ment was unknown in two cases. One of these two children was pleased with
his improvement and each morning greeted mother with "I didn't wet the bed
mother". Another child in this group felt his brotner teased him less-
As for trie improved group of children, one parent admitted improve-
ment; another reported patient was eating better, and was much improved;
in a third case tne home conditions were happier and the step-mother spoke
well of patient. The parent in the fourth case felt patient was showing
a little improvement. The findings concerning the therapist' s impression
of tue patient' s response to treatment showed that one child improved, was
more friendly and at ease in the clinic situation; another child obviously
enjoyed the interest shown him at clinic; he kept appointments and over-
came much timidity; he adjusted well to the New England Home for Little
Wanderers foster home; a third child remained dull and uncommunicative; he
was unprepossessing and the therapist reported only a slight improvement;
the last cnild was said to be making a good adjustment at the end of the
third year. Regarding the school's impression of the patient's response to
treatment, one child was passed to the next grade on trial; a second cnild
showed some improvement in the school situation, although he still bragged
and was inattentive. For two children there was no data on this aspect so
that findings in these instances are unknown. One child insisted he was
better.
A compilation of data regarding tne length of time each case was
known to clinic showed that among the unimproved cases the children attend--
ed clinic for six montos; sixteen months; eleven months; and six months
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respectively. The mean average for this group was nine and tnree-fourtks
months.
For the slightly improved group the writer found that the six child-
ren were known to clinic for four months; thirty-five months; thirteen
months; seventeen mont.ns; seventeen months; and twenty-eight months re-
spectively with a mean average of nineteen months.
The mean average among the four improved cases was seven and one-
half months, the children having attended clinic for five months; nine
months; five months; and eleven months respectively.
The slightly improved group had the highest mean average for the
number of months a child was known to clinic. The improved group had the
lowest mean average and the unimproved group fell in between these two
groups.
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Chapter IV - Presentation of Findings Among the
Bright Children
In this chapter the writer will deal with the findings of the
case studies of the fourteen bright children. The data will be presented
in the same sequence of order as were the findings in the chapter on the
dull children.
The intelligence quotients of these bright children range from
110 to 123. One child had 110; one had 112; one had 115; three had 116;
one had 117; one had 116; three had 119; two had 120; and one child had
123. For treatment results which the writer classified as much improved,
improved, slightly improved, and unimproved; there were four much i.mproved
cases, six improved ceses, three slightly improved cases, and one unim-
proved case among the bright children* The one unimproved case stands out
from the other cases as a decided exception. The largest category is that
of the improved oases, with the next largest category, the much improved
cases. If these two categories are linked together, it is seen that ten
out of the fourteen cases had improved treatment results, indicating that
the majority of the bright children were improved.
Before presenting the findings for parental attitudes toward the
child the writer again wishes to stress the fact that there was insuffic-
ient evidence to permit of rigid and accurate classifications of these
attitudes. However, the results as compiled are as follows; with regard
to the maternal attitudes among the much improved children
,
the writer
found that one mother leaned towards indulgence, and thought the patient’ s
coy, babyish behaviour appealing; a second mother was extremely over-pro-
tective; a third mother in this group could not manage patient, and he
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"wrapped her around his little finger" ; the fourth mother wee rejecting and
complaining of the patient, and preferred the patient' s younger sister. As
for the fathers in this group, the attitudes of two fathers ere unknown;
one father was severe and demanding and became annoyed at patient’s coy,
babyish behaviour; a second father had always been strict with patient*
These are the maternal attitudes among the improved group of
children: one mother was protective, over ly-conscientious toward the child;
a second mother was over-Drotective towards the child, and was afraid to
allow him to play even in the next street; a third mother was over- solicit-
ous for the patient's health; a fourth mother showed a lack of concern
about the children; a fifth mother was very stem with the patient; and
the attitude of the sixth mother in this group is unknown. The paternal
attitudes in three out of six cases in this improved group are unknown.
One father showed genuine interest in the patient; a second father defin-
itely preferred the patient' s younger brother; end the third father was
indulgent.
Following are the maternal attitudes towards the child among the
slightly improved cases: One mother’s attitude wss unknown; a second moth-
er spoiled patient up to the time that other children arrived on the scene
and at the time the patient attended clinic he was no longer the center of
attention; a third mother was getting very much annoyed with the child.
One father in this group was described as a "good father" and seemed to
have an adequate relationship with the children, all the children missed
him while he was away; a second father didn't have much to do with the
patient but spent more time with younger children; the third father spoiled
'.
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the child up to the time other children were born, and patient was no
longer the center of attention.
In the only unimproved case among the bright children, the mother
was continually picking on "the patient, and kept after him for being bad;
she resented him. The father of this child had an attitude similar to the
mother’s, and in addition favored the patient's sister. The relationship
between this father and child wes denoted as "not good".
A tabulation of parental attitudes towards the clinic showed
the following results; among the much improved group of children, one
mother was opposed to the clinic at first because she felt a problem child
was being created in contrast to fset; later she was in favor of the clinic;
a second mother was apprehensive and defensive at first and thought the
clinic might send patient away to' some boy’ s school, but after some re-
assurence, said she would be glad to come to clinic and would like to have
patient attend; a third mother was exceedingly hostile and resentful, but
her cooperation was enlisted; a fourth mother's attitude v;as not known.
The attitudes of two of the fathers in this group are unknown; one father
was opposed at first because he felt threatened that the clinic might label
the child as of limited intelligence, later, however, he was in favor of
the clinic; a second father was exceedingly hostile, but his cooperation
was enlisted; his attitude at first was described as resentful and defen-
sive.
With regard to the maternel attitudes toward the clinic among the
improved group of children, one mother wes interested in speech therapy;
however, she thought the patient’s Hebrew lessons more important than his
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speech therepy; a second mother expressed w illingness to cooperate with the
clinic. She said she was anxious to continue treatment; a fourth mother
was hostile, adamant, critical at first and had no intention of carrying
out the clinic program or returning; however, she became more friendly and
well-disposed when patient showed improvement; a fifth mother wished pat-
ient to attend clinic because patient had been having night mares for the
past two years; the attitude of a sixth mother was unknown. The attitudes
of all six fathers in this improved group are unknown.
These are the findings which the writer tabulated for maternal
attitudes towards the clinic among the slightly improved group of children:
one mother seemed appreciative and interested in getting help, but did not
respond to clinic contacts regarding more service; she had small children
and lived a considerable distance sway and fbund it difficult to get to
the clinic; a second mother seemed cooperative, but lost interest, bhe
claimed she felt too ill to attend and punished patient on this basis be-
cause he enjoyed attending. A third mother in this group was described as
having given little cooperation because of her employment and later preg-
nancy, she was under the impression that clinic oould return patient to
her ready-made. The attitudes to the clinic of all three fathers in this
group were unknown.
In the unimproved case, the mother's attitude to clinic was coop-
erative, and she attended clinic regularly. The father’s attitude was un-
known.
A tabulation of patient's attitude and relationship with his
siblings show the following results: among the much improved bright chil-
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dren, there was intense rivalry for the parents’ affection and attention
in one case; a second child had little in common with the sibling closest
to his own age; a third child was jealous of his sister; and the attitude
of the fourth child in this group was unknown. The writer found that amorg
the improved group of bright children, the attitudes of two children to-
wards -their siblings were unknown; two children were "only children”; in
one case there was sibling rivalry with a good deal of fighting; and one
child spent most of his play-time in the company of his younger brothers.
With regard to the slightly improved children, the investigator found that
there was sibling rivalry in two out of the three slightly improved cases;
and the third child in thn s group was a little jealous of his sibling* The
only unimproved child among the fourteen bright children studied, teased
his baby sister a great deal*
The writer compiled data on the parents' attitude to the child’s
problem. It was found that among the much improved children, one mother
felt that the school had not given the child a chance; a second mother was
resentful of the teacher whom she felt was the whole trouble as she had al-
ways picked on the patient since he entered the grade; a third mother had
a "good point of view to the boy and his problan” ; a fourth mother was ag-
gravated over the problem, and forced patient to eat. The attitude of one
father in this group was unknown. One father showed keen interest in the
child and agreed that the patient had been over-whelmed by parental vigil-
ance and sibling's aggression and rivalry; a second father was aggravated
over the problem; and a third father was afraid patient might get into
trouble, he didn't want him expelled or getting into serious trouble. He
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was upset over the problem.
iimong the improved cases, the writer found that one mother was
concerned about the problem, and continually called the habit to the pa-
tient’s attention, bhe stopped movies and joke books, which she felt
might influence the problem; a second mother defended the patient against
the school and expressed resentment toward the school as she felt the pa-
tient was not understood by the teacher or principal; a -third mother hu-
mored the Datient' s ill health instead of ignoring it; a fourth mother was
disgusted that the patient still wet, she showed considerable feeling a-
bout the fact that patient seemed wholly unconcerned about the problem.
The fifth mother in this group of improved cases recognized the patient’s
problem. The attitude of the sixth mother to the problem was unknown. The
attitudes towards the problem were unknown for five out of the six fathers
in this group. One father was concerned about the problem, and continual-
ly called it to the patient's attention.
Among the slightly improved cases, one mother was distressed over
the patient’s disobedience; another mother felt she needed help with the
patient as the child seemed to suffer so intensely over small things. A
third mother's attitude was unknown. The attitudes of all three fathers
in this group were unknown.
The mother and father both of the unimproved child were irritat-
ed by the patient’ s noisiness and restlessness.
The following findings concern the parents’ response to treatment,
however, with one exception, only mothers’ response to treatment is known.
Therefore, with this one exception in mind, the writer will not refer to
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fathers' response to treatment. The father in discussion, is the father of
8 much improved child, and he agreed to withdraw entirely from pressure
and coaxing. He followed the psychiatrist's advice in trying to seperste
the children and give patient recognition in her own right. He encouraged
patient to assert herself more and be independent. The psychiatrist de-
scribed him as being intelligent enough to carry out clinic recommendations.
With regard to the mothers in the much improved group, one mother had some
insight, and the psychiatrist felt she was intelligent enough to carry out
clinic recommendations; a second mother resented any criticism and had to
be handled carefully; she said she would give up work at the clinic's sug-
gestion; a third mother's response to treatment was described as follows:
"Patient is in command. Nothing psychiatrist says makes much difference to
the mother. She seems downright helpless* She continued to be complain-
ing of patient. Can't instill in the woman any strength of character or
any ability to cope with this precocious child", k fourth mother's res-
ponse bo treatment among the much improved children was unknown.
Among the improved children, one mother "got so relieved at pro-
gress", She made an application to camp as recommended; a second mother
sincerely tried to carry out clinic recomne ndati ons by lightening her own
anxiety and attempting to indicate to teacher her willingness to cooperate.
The mother still over-protected the patient and did not carry out the clin-
ic recommendation for Y or summer camp. She was not anxious to continue
clinic contact after patient's transfer to another school and his subse-
quent improvement. A third mother had some insight into the patient'
s
problem and was helped to decide on temporary foster home placement al-
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though she complained a good deal about foster home and foster mother.
She seemed more concerned about her own personal affairs and decisions
then those factors which affected patient' s adjustment. A fourth mother
seemed able to carry out suggestions; had ability to csrry out simple
recommendations and perhaps apply it in other situations; a fifth mother
had a series of illnesses and was unable to attend the clinic. On two oc-
casions she sent an 8unt, a rather limited person, with patient, ifother
was preoccupied with her personal problems. She suggested discontinuing
attendance at the clinic as she felt patient was improved; the sixth mo-
ther in this group of improved children enjoyed the patient' s dependence
on her more than she realized and seemed rather astonished and taken aback
when patient was no longer so dependent. She would not consent to board-
ing school and separation although this was recommended by the clinic.
Among the slightly improved children, one mother couldn't pull
herself together to face new responsibilities or to give her children con-
sistent management, no ability to organize or train. Her interest waned
when a miracle was not forthcoming; a second mother didn't get much of the
subleties, she just "yes-yes's" in automatic fashion. She was overburden-
ed with the care of two younger children and the psychiatrist didn't feel
she would be of much help; a third mother seemed to get more under standing
of patient and how to make the home disciplinary problems go more easily;
she was unable to come to clinic or did not show much interest because of
an advanced pregnancy after stopping her job; because she was not able to
come to clinic often, she did not get as much understanding as she might
have
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The mother in the unimproved case followed the psychiatrist’s
suggestions although she did not seem to be able to carry them over from
one thing to another.
The data on ’’the clinic’s impression of parents’ personality" is
vague and very inadequate for the parents of the bright children. With a
few exceptions the writer was unable to tabulate the personality traits
because most of the parents in the same group presented different person-
ality traits. As usual there is very little information about; the fathers’
personality traits. For the most pert the writer will present each par-
ent' s personality traits, as seen by the clinic, separately. For the much
improved group, two of the mothers were described as nervous. Two were
conscientious (one mother was described as earnest). One mother was tense,
troubled, and had some insight. Another mother was sensitive, suspicious,
resented criticism, and was apprehensive "in manner". A description of a
third mother was sensible, dominated by the father. The fourth mother in
this group was described as limited, helpless, outstandingly inadequate,
ineffectual, complaining, vindictive. The personality traits of only two
fathers in this group were mentioned. One father was an intelligent per-
son, had considerable insight, was tense, irritable. The other father was
described as high-strung, excitable and pertifcularly aggressive in the
interview.
wnong the improved group, two mothers were described as protec-
tive persons; two were anxious (one was worried about the problem). One
mother was described as deeply devoted to the children and another as
overly-conscientious
,
attitudes or characteristics which seem to be some-
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what similar* One mother was nervous; a second mother had limited intelli-
gence, was confused, unstable, had some insight into the problem, but was
rather inadequate, preferred working and being out of home to taking care
of the children; a third mother was extremely defensive, vacillated, con-
tradictory, "impatient in manner", resented giving identifying data; a
fourth mother felt the world was against her; the clinic’s impression of
one mother in this group was unknown.
ivmong the slightly improved cases, two mothers were described as
incompetent, (one as not very competent, the other as having no ability to
organize or to train). One mother was immature and another limited intel-
lectually. Clinic described one mother as childish, clinging, dependent
person; another as burdened with core of two younger children, subdued,
quiet, domineering at home, aggressive in disciplining the children; a
third was described as articulate, seemingly frank, fairly sensible*
There was no data concerning the clinic’s impression of the per-
sonality of the mother of the unimproved child. The father was described
as a nice man, irritable, nervous, jerky, and high-strung, with no time or
patience for the patient*
With regard to the patient’s "attitude to the clinic", which was
studied from three aspects, the patient’s attitude and response to the
psychiatrist, social worker, or psychologist; the oatient' s attitude and
response to the clinic attendance; and the patient’s attitude and response
to other patients at clinic, the writer tabulated the following results
for the much improved group of bright children; the psychologist reported
that one patient lacked confidence at first, and was shy about speaking.
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however she responded to encouragement 8nd gave her best responses when
praised. The psychiatrist felt this child was responsive to a friendly
approach and described her as sweet and responsive. A second child in
this group seemed rather shy, but responded to friendliness and readily
gave information concerning his parents and family to the social worker,
A third child was described by the psychiatrist as displaying a veneer of
bravado, boastfulness, general supercilious air, most of the time he talk-
ed with his profile or back to the psychiatrist, he was boastful about his
prowness and skills. The psychiatrist talked about the psychological
tests and patient shrugged it off, assuming everyone would know he was
bright, but he couldn’t see any reason why he should attend school, it
just wasn’t interesting. The fourth child in this group recognized au-
thority and seemed responsive to the star chert, she accepted authority
from the psychiatrist but wouldn’t from the mother, she didn’t pay atten-
tion to what the psychiatrist said until spoken to sharply, then became
superficially, exaggeratedly polite, she tried to argue psychiatrist out
of zeroes for the star chart. With regard to clinic attendance one. patient
enjoyed attending clinic; a second child preferred not to attend Hobby
Class because of his baseball; a third child was rather bored in the clin-
ic situation; and the fourth child threatened not to eat unless mother
allowed her to return to the clinic (at time mother did not wish to return
to clinic). The child’s attitude and response to other patients was un-
known for three of the patients; a fourth patient was nuiet at clinic,
sitting most of the time close to her mother end being read to.
Among the improved group of cases, one child was described by
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the psychologist as smiling and friendly and tried conscientiously to suc-
ceed; the patient said nothing spontaneously. A second ch,ild just sat when
questioned as though he never heard it; he didn't talk spontaneously and
when asked questions about home had a hard time to remember. The psychia-
trist said he was not a very direct child and was difficult to reach. A
third child had a very serious manner, but nonetheless, was friendly and
aggressive, according to the psychiatrist. A fourth child was very friend-
ly to the social worker in a rather quiet sort of way; he was cooperative
with the psychologist but with no enthusiasm or spontaneity; he was respon-
sive to the minimum; the psychiatrist described the patient as quiet and
rather inarticulate. A fifth child displayed no spontaneity; he only an-
swered questions that were asked, and was not entirely accessible or artic-
ulate. He cried whenever asked to be separated from the mother, but re-
sponded well to the friendly approach of both the psychologist and psychia-
trist. The sixth child in this group of improved bright children had
tears near the surface all the time during the interview. Concerning the
patient's attitude to clinic attendance, one patient said he would like to
have some help for his speech; a second patient was obviously a little
fearful of the clinic; a third patient was more receptive than her mother
to the clinic; a fourth patient was enthusiastic about occupational thera-
py, but neither telxed nor smiled in the clinic waiting room, although he
apparently enjoyed playing with the puzzles; a fifth ch?ld was very much
afraid at clinic; and a sixth child seemed quite restless as she waited
for her interview; she was angry on one visit that she had to come to clin^
ic as she thought only mother had to come. The attitude of the child to
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other patients was unknown in five out of six cases in this group. One
patient sat close to mother and was not interested in joining the children
in the health class.
These are the results for ’’patient 1 s attitude to clinic” among
the slightly improved group: the social worker said of one patient that
while at first she wss extremely shy, she readily responded to friendli-
ness and came to chat sociably with the worker, the psychiatrist felt the
child seemed very aporehensive and skeptical about the interview and it
was difficult to get her to talk; a second child was outgoing to the psy-
chiatrist and took over the interview; the child was very informative;
the patient was friendly to the psychologist and asked questions about the
staff’s family; the social worker described the child as quite reserved
but friendly, not very talkative; a third child talked very frankly and
seemed to feel she was at clinic to tell her story and certainly did, ac-
cording to the psychiatrist. ?Jith regard to the child’ s attitude to clinic
attendance, one patient said she came to clinic because she had dreams at
night and mother told her the clinic could help her; a second patient
liked to come to clinic which he referred to as his "other school” and he
wanted to come to clinic every week; the third child in this group was
quiet and well-mannered and reserved at the clinic. The attitudes to oth-
er patients were unknown for two out of the three children in this group.
One child finally joined the other children in the playroom.
The unimproved child refused to pick up chairs he had knocked
down in clinic and paid no attention to the social worker when she request-
ed he be more quiet or pick things up. The psychiatrist said he was coop-
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erative and cheerful, but fidgeted a great deal; he lied about his behav
iour when he thought he could get sway with it. As for his attitude to
clinic attendance, he liked clinic very much and enjoyed coming; he was
overactive at clinic. His response to other patients was very boisterous
and he ” cut-up” a great deal with one of the other patients and copied
everything the other patient did.
Following are the findings for tne ’’patient’s response to treat-
ment” among the much improved bright children, which the writer studied
from three aspects: as the parent sees it; as the psychiatrist sees it;
as the school or patient himself sees it. The parent of one child in the
much improved group was delighted with the patient’s progress, ’’She is
quite another little girl than when she first came to clinic; she has made
some friends, and had more time apart from her ov er-bearing sister”. The
parent’s opinion of the child’s improvement was unknown for the other three
children in this group. These are the findings for the patient’s response
to treatment as seen by the therapist: one patient had made a very good
adjustment; she responded well to the tutoring program; a second was very
much improved; a third child's fundamental maladjustment remained the same;
there had been no further truant ing and he had calmed down; his attitude
was more adaptable at clinic; he liked the new school very much and was
doing very well there; a fourth child benefited by the interviews with the
psychiatrist and the eating habits were improved; the patient, according to
the psychiatrist, was going to get along all right because she was bright
end knew how to manage mother. The child's response to the treatment as
seen by the school was unknown in two cases. In one case the school noted
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a marked change in the patient at school, and the teacher described how
recently the child had not only done her work but had gone up after to get
more paper to work with. In another case the school felt that the patient
had improved very much since comine: to clinic; he was making a good adjust-
ment in junior high; there was no recurrence of former symptoms. The pa-
tient's response to treatment as noted by the patient himself was indicated
in only two out of the four cases in his group: one child felt things had
been going much better at school, although he felt the teacher still
watched him a great deal; a second child was content to go to school for
the first time in his life; he liked it very much at the new school, and
seemed to have a much more pleasant outlook on life*
These are the findings for the patient’ s response to treatment
among the improved children as seen by the parent: one mother said the
blinking was entirely gone; a second mother stated patient was like a dif-
ferent child entirely, mother felt his self-confidence was slowly return-
ing and knew he was much happier by himself; a third mother was pleased
with the patient's progress; in a fourth case the child was placed in a
foster home and the foster mother noted a distinct imorovement in the pa-
tient, he was eating very well and playing better with other children; a
fifth mother was delighted and amazed with four dry beds, she said the
patient was phenomenally changed in cooperation, attitude, helpfulness; a
sixth mother felt the patient was improved. With regard to the patient'
s
response to treatment as seen by the therapist, one child was improved,
his speech was not too bad; a second child made a much better adjustment
at a school he was transferred to at the clinic's suggestion; while there
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was some improvement in the patient, the psychiatrist felt that he was
still a very immature child, very much over-protected by mother; a third
child was apparently adjusting very well at that time, her difficulties
having cleared up, weight increase and disappearance of fears and poison-
ing ideas, also dreams and spells were noted; a fourth child seemed pleased
with her success and the commendat ion, but still seemed a shy, repressed,
inhibited, timid youngster; a fifth child did not nave as violent night
terrors as before nor did she wake up the entire neighborhood as before,
not as upset at clinic as on previous occasions; far more outgoing and did
not have so many dreams, she was also described as less reserved. The
therapist’s opinion of the child's response to treatment was unknown in
one case. The response to treatment as seen by the school was unknown in
four of the cases. In one case the child was doing well in school and was
getting good marks. In a second case the patient’s general behaviour had
improved and his school work was good. The patient’s response to treat-
ment as seen by patient himself was known in only three out of the six im-
proved cases. One child was tremendously pleased with himself as the
children in the new school seemed to like him; a second child was pleased
with her progress and said, "I guess I don’t have any more troubles"; the
third child seemed pleased with her success.
Among the slightly improved group of children, writer found that
one mother felt the patient was very much better, no night terrors anymore;
a second mother felt that there had been no change either in the rivalry
situation or the behaviour situation although she felt the patient cried
less, took offense less easily; a third mother’s opinion was unknown.
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Concerning the patient's response to treatment the therapist indicated that
one child was a little more friendly and responsive; the star chart for
food capriciousness was very good, but it was felt that it could not be
considered definite improvement from the treatment in view of short period
of treatment ; the therapist felt that a second child was somewhat improved;
in the third case the therapist felt that there still remained sibling
rivalry and not too good a home adjustment between patient and the mother
at closing; the patient, however, was introduced to some satisfying out-
side contacts which she enjoyed and continued; and the clinic felt it had
accomplished something with the child in direct therapy. In two cases the
school's attitude towards the child's response to treatment was unknown.
In one case the school felt that a slight improvement was affected and the
patient was to be promoted to the first grade on trial. In all three
cases the patient's feelings about his response to treatment were unknown.
In the unimproved case the parent felt the child was not improved
at home. The therapist, too, said the patient showed little improvement;
she felt the home was bad for the boy and he was getting seriously out of
hand. At school, he seemed worse, was more difficult to handle and seemed
much preoccupied with sex matters; drew dirty pictures and looked up girls
dresses, spoke right out loud. With regard to patient's own feelings on
this matter, according to the principal, the patient was always talking
about improving and thinking he was improving.
A compilation of data regarding the length of time each child
was known to clinic, showed that among the much improved children, one
child was known to clinic for fourteen months; a second child for seven
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months; a third child for twelve months; and a fourth child for five months,
.Among the improved group of bright children one child was known to clinic
for four months; a second child was known for ten months; a third child
for four months; and a fourth child for thirty months; a fifth child for
one month; and a sixth child for eight months. For the slightly improved
group, the writer found that one child was known to clinic for eight
months; one child for three months; and a third child for thirteen months.
The unimproved child was known to clinic for nineteen months. The mean
average for the much improved group was nine and a half months; for the
improved group it was also nine and a half; for the slightly improved
group it was eight months; and nineteen months for the unimproved childo
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Chapter V - Presentation of Findings on Personality Traits
Among Dull and Bright Children
In this chapter the writer will present the personality traits as
they appear in the dull and bright children* The findings show that there
is no single personality type that typifies any group of treatment results,
either among the bright or dull children. It seems indicated, rather, that
the children share many of the traits in common. (See Table 1, p. 45.)
With regard to difference in personality between the dull and
bright groups, the investigator finds that neither group has a monopoly of
unfavorable or favorable personality traits. Although the dull children
scored higher for immaturity, mischievousness, striving for attention, ly-
ing, no concentration, feerfulness and shyness, they apoeared as a group
to be more friendly than the bright children, more sociable, more good-
natured, less tense and less nervous. (See Table II, p, 48.) The findings
do indicate, however, that more bright children had favorable personalities
than dull children and more dull children had unfavorable personalities
than bright children. This can be seen from the fact that seven bright
children had favorable personalities, whereas only five dull children had
favorable personalities, and whereas six dull children had unfavorable
personalities only two bright children were described as having unfavorable
personalities. This is discussed in greater detail in the discussional
chapters
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TABLE I
PERSONALITY TRAITS AMONG THE DULL AND BRIGHT CHILDREN AS THEY
APPEAR IN THE VARIOUS GROUPS OF TREATMENT RESULTS*
Personality Traits A B C D E F G
Affectionate A B C D E
Articulate A F
Alert C E
Active A B E G
Calm B
Charming E
Conscientious B c
Cooperative A B c
Curious B F
Easy to get along with A B
Friendly A B D E F
Generous A E G
Good-natured B c G
Happy-go-lucky B E
Helpful A C E
Independent E G
Kindly E
Leader E
Likeable A G
Neat F
Obedient A B C E
Observing E F
Persistent B E
Poised D F
Popular c D E
Quick B D G
Refined F
Responsive D E
Self-reliant B
Serious E
Sociable A B c D E F
Trustworthy F
Truthful A B D E F
Well-mannered
. j—
B c
— uJLj. JL, G
*A - Unimproved dull children
B - Slightly improved children
C - Improved dull children
D - Much improved bright children
E - Improved bright children
F - Slightly improved
bright children
G - Unimproved bright
children
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TABLE I (continued)
f
Personality Traits A B C D E F G
Aggressive C D E
j
G
Bossy B F G
Cheat B
Defiant D
Dependent C E F
Destructive D F ; g
"
Disagreeable B
Disobedient A E F G
Dirty G
Distractible ABC
Hard to manage D E
Immature A D E
Inattentive C
Irritable E
Jealous B E F G
Lacks interest A B E
Lying ABC E
Makes rto effort A B D E
Messy G
Mischievous ABC G
N egat ivistic C
Obstreperous A
Over-bearing to other
children B
Poorly adjusted socially A CD F G
Quarrelsome D E
Resents correction BCD
Resistant D
. . .
Saucy C
Selfish B F
Self-centered B E F
Self-pitying D
'
- - .
F
Stealing C
Strives for attention A B C D E F C-
Stubborn B C F
Sulky A B E
Sullen D"
Tattles B G
Truant D
Unappreciative B F
Uncooperative D F
Undependable BCD E C-
'Unpopular A E F
Unstable B F
Wants own way D|
Whiny rv- i i i i
'.
TABLE I (continued)
Personality Traits A B C D
1
j
E F G
Anxious A E
Apprehensive A B C E F
Clumsy C
Critical B D
Day-dreamer C E F
Follower B D
Imaginative E
-
_
- -
Impatient C E
Inarticulate A B D
Inactive D
insecure B E F
Lacking self-confidence A C D E F
N ervous A B D E
Passive E
Repressed F
Restless A D F
Reticent E
Self-conscious C
Sensitive
------ _ _ . ------
F
Shy A B C D E F
Slow r F
Suggestible A C D E
Superstitious E
Tense D E E
Timid C D E F
j
Worried
i
F
-
.
* '
~
-
TABLE II
PERSONALITY TRAITS WHICH APPEAR MOST FREQUENTLY
AMONG THE BRIGHT AND DULL CHILDREN
Personality Trait Dull Children Bright Children
Fearful 5 4
N ervous 1 4
Repressed 0 4
Shy 6 4
Tense 0 4
Friendly 6 2
- -
Good-natured 3
_
1
Sociable 10
Mischievous 5 1
Strives for attention 8 6
Lying 7 2
No concentration 6 0
Immature 3 2
J
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Chapter VI - Discussion of Unimproved Children
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Parental and Patient's Attitude
Towards the Clinic:
Case 1. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Constantly came to social worker for reassurance. 2) To clinic atten-
dance-Upset, felt it was a place for "dumb kids", 3) To other patients-
Did not play with others.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Father-Highly accepting, mother
accepting.
Case 2, Patient's attitude to the clinic: 1) To the therapist-
Psychiatris t- responds to a friendly approach in monosyllabic replies,
2 j To clinic attendance-Unknown, 3) To other pa tients -Unknown,
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Resistant at first, felt
clinic a .punishment, later said would be glad to have clinic help.
Case 11. Patient's attitude to the clinic: 1) To the therepist-
Bocial worker-Reed ily established friendly relationship with worker,
2 J To clinic attendance-Seemed excited 8bout the visit, 3) To other
patients-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Says does not want help
from the clinic as she has no serious problem, not enthusiastic but
would talk with worker if she came to her home.
Case 14. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Social wor ker-P.esponded to friendliness, became quite talkative. He
was less shy and uncomfortable when talking alone with a person who
gave him attention and praise, 2) To the clinic attendance-Didn' t want
to come to clinic, felt different from other boys. 3) T o other patients-
Fo attempt to enter into conversation with other patients.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-thought it nice that there
were people interested in boys and girls at school.
In Case 1, although patient came to worker for reassurance, he
was not receptive to clinic, was upset about attending and felt it was a
place for "dumb kids"; he did not play with the other patients. His par-
ents were both accepting of the clinic. In Case 2, patient seemed only
partially receptive to the clinic as he "responded to a friendly approach
in monosyllabic replies". Not very much was known about this patient's
attitude to clinic. The parent in this case was resistant at first, but

seemed accepting leter. In Case 11, the patient seemed responsive and
accepting of clinic. The parent in this case was rot responsive to the
clinic and did not want clinic help. In Case 14, although the patient did
respond to friendliness, he was not receptive to the clinic, did not want
to attend and "felt different from other boys' 1 ; he made no attempt to
enter into conversation w: ith other patients. The mother in this case
seemed responsive to the clinic.
To sum up therefore, among the unimproved dull cases two patients
were not receptive to the clinic, one patient was partially receptive,
and one patient was receptive to the clinic; two mothers were accepting
of the clinic, one mother was resistant at first but later accepting, one
mother was not accepting of the clinic, one father was highly accepting
of the clinic. The attitudes of three fathers were unknown.
In the one case where the patient seemed wholly receptive to the
clinic the parent was completely unrecentive to the clinic. It would
'
seem therefore that for the most part unimproved treatment results among
the dull children seem to be related to unfavorable attitudes to the clin-
in on the part of the child, although in one case the treatment result
seemed to be related to the mother's rejection of the clinic as the chilcfs
attitude was favorable.
Relationship Between Treatment Results and the Clinic's Imoression of
Parents' and Patient's Personality:
Case 1. 1) Patient' s personality as seen in the home: Hates
school; non-conformer ; no terrors or fears; helpful and willing; hon-
est and truthful; gets into trouble; high strung; distractible ; diso-
bedient; can't hold his own in physical match, even against younger
children. 2) As seen in school: Serious problem; incapable of doing
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work of the grade; greet need to be helpful; constantly l&te; inter-
rupts te&cher; many children don’t like to sit near him or be with
him. 3) Clinic’s impression of patient' s personality: Colorless;
restless; agitated; anxious; apprehensive; troubled and confused.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother- Intellectually
limited; exhausted; colorless; dull; considers child somewhat of a bur-
den. Father-Cooperative; pleasant; easy-going; mother domineers him.
Case 2. l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Easy to
manage; good-natured; "gets into devilment"; affectionate; some lying,
rather protective; suggestible; likeable; no problem to mother. 2) As
seen in school: No school problem; dull; too immature for his grade.
3) Clinic's impression of patient's personality: nondescript; dull
intelligence; shy; inarticulate; unimpressive; ready suggestible vic-
tim.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-bull ; well-
meaning; over-burdened with cere of large family; cautious; suspicious.
Case 11. 1) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Immature;
makes play for attention in boisterous ways; if fails to get it is
sulky; disobedient; obstreperous; 2) As seen in play school: Over-
active; disrupts games to get attention; disinterested in games other
children play; doesn't know how to play with them; has to be spoken to
often before obeying; 3) i*.s seen in school: Over-active; can't sit
still; applies self to no particular interest. 4) As seen in clinic:
unknown.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-friendly;
pleasant manner; low intelligence.
Case 14. l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Sensitive;
no concentration in school; looks for best in people; takes blame if
there is any difficulty; good mixer; not bossy; talkative; acti.ve;
unselfish; forgetful; tries to get out of anything possible. 2) As
seen in school: Nervous; shy; lacks confidence; few friends; stays
mostly by self; slow in school; gigfly and annoying to teacher; work
poor. 3) Clinic's impression of patient's personality: Friendly;
responsive; fairly talkative; charming manner; very cooperative; shy
and nervous at first.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mot her-Well- intent ion-
ed person; much over-burdened; over-whelmed with the problem; rather
naive; pleasant; seemed helpless about finding a doctor for eye exam-
ination recommended by the clinic.
In Case 1, the patient was described by the clinic as colorless;
restless; agitated; anxious; apprehensive; troubled and confused. The
mother in this case was described as intellectually limited; exhausted;
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colorless; dull; considers child somewhat of a burden. The father was
described as cooperative; pleasant; easygoing; mother domineers him. In
Case 2, the patient was described as nondescript; dull intelligence; shy;
inarticulate; unimpressive; ready, suggestible victim. The mother in this
case impressed the clinic as dull; well-meaning; over-burdened with the
care of a large family; cautious; suspicious. In Case 11, the clinic’s
impression was unknown. The writer therefore feels justified in examin-
ing the child's personality as described in other settings. This child's
personality as seen in the home is immature; makes a play for attention;
disobedient; obstreperous; a-social, etc. The clinic's inoression of the
mother was that she was friendly; pleasant mannered; and with low intelli-
gence. In Case 14, the clinic described the patient as friendly; resDon-
sive; fairly talkative; charming manner; very cooperative; shy and nervous
at first. The mother in this case impressed the clinic as being a well-
intentioned person; much over-burdened; over-whelmed with the problem;
rather naive; pleasant and seemed helpless about finding a doctor for an
eye examination, etc.
In examining the findings, it can be seen that in Case 1, the
patient and mother had personality traits which would seem to be related
to unimproved treatment results. Although the father in this case had a
favorable personality, he was domineered by the mother. Case 2, again,
points to the unfavorable personality traits of both patient and mother
which would seem related to unimproved treatment results. In Case 11, the
patient's personality traits would again seem to tend toward unimprovement
elthough the mother appeared to have a rather desirable personality make-
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up with the possible exception of her low intelligence* In Case 14, the
patient seemed to have personality traits favorably disposed to improve-
ment and unrelated to unimprovement , but the mother in this case had many
unfavorable personality traits; i.e., her naiveness, the fact that the
problem overwhelmed her, he r helplessness*
To sum up therefore, it may be seen that three patients impressed
the clinic as having unfavorable personalities; one patient had a favor-
able personality. Three mothers had unfavorable personalities; one mother
had a favorable personality make-up. The one father mentioned had a fav-
orable personality tut was dominated by the mother 0
In two cases where the child was unimproved both the patient and
parent had unfavorable personality traits which would seem to relate to
unimprovement. In one case the patient had an unfavorable personality
make-up, but the parent had a favorable personality. In the fourth case,
the patient’s personality was favorable and seemed unrelated to unimprove-
ment, but the mother had unfavorable personality traits. In no case did
both patient and parent have favorable personality traits. It can be
said, therefore, that unimprovement among the dull children may be related
to unfavorable personality traits in the parent or the child, or both.
"With the unimproved dull children it can be seen that there is
no one personality type that characterized the group.
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Chapter VII - Discussion of Slightly Improved Dull Children
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Parental and Patients’ Attitudes
Toward the Clinic:
Case 4. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: 1) To the therapist-
unknown. 2) To clinic attendance-Upset about clinic because of children’s
taunts that it was a crazy clinic. 3) To other pat lent s-Unknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Ilother-Resistant to the clinic,
decided to discontinue sending patient to clinic because of the taunts.
Case 7. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Makes attempt to change position for left handed writing
when taught, friendly. 2) To clinic attendance-keeps appointments irreg-
ularly. 3) To other patient s- TJnknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother-Seemed receptive and anx-
ious for help.
Case 8. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychologiet-Friendly
,
cooperative. 2) To clinic atter dance-Pegular ; int-
erested in prizes received for dry beds. 3) To other patients-Unknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother-Cooperative and conscien-
tious; rarely accompanied patients to clinic.
Case 9. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the theraoist-
Psy chiatrist-Likes the doctor. 2) To clinic attendsnce-Enioys coming to
clinic, came regularly. 3) To other pat ients-Mixes well with other chil-
dren at the clinic.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Rarely accompanied patient
to the clinic; appreciates guidance received at clinic.
Case 10, Patient's attitude to the clinic: 1) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Not particularly responsive. 2) To clinic attend an ce-’Ton't
care” attitude to clinic end his problem; later attendance irregular.
3) To other patients-Unknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother-Seems to want help for pa-
tient in regard to school work. Questioned patient as to whet was ssid
and then replied: ’’What need is there for you to go to clinic if nothing
is said to you?”
Case 12. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Friendly and talkative. 2) To clinic attendence-Likes to
come to clinic, regular attendance at occupational therapy. 3) To other
patients-Solitary in occupational therapy, sits quietly in clinic.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother-Anxious to receive help,
appreciative. Father-Criticized taking children to clinic.
In Case 4, patient was not receptive to clinic; the mother in this
case was resistant to the clinic, and decided to discontinue sending patient
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to clinic because of the taunts from other children. In Case 7, patient was
friendly and seemed responsive to the therapist, but kept appointments irreg-
ularly. The patient in this case seemed receptive to clinic. In Case 8,
the patient was responsive to the clinic and although the mother was cooper-
ative and conscientious, she rarely accompanied patient to the clinic. In
Case 9, the patient was responsive to the clinic and the parent appreciated
the guidance she received at the olinic but rarely accompanied patient to
the clinic. In Case 10, the patient was not receptive to clinic and the
mother seemed to want help, but questioned patient as to what was said at
clinic. In Case 12, the patient was responsive to clinic, and the mother
was receptive to the clinic, but the father criticized mother for taking the
children to the clinic.
In Case 4, both patient and parent were unresponsive to the clinic.
In Case 7, the patient and parent were responsive to the clinic, but patient
kept appointments irregularly. Case 8 and Case 9 were brothers, both re-
sponsive to the clinic; the mother was responsive to the clinic but rarely
accompanied the patients to the clinic. In Case 10, patient was not respon-
sive to the clinic and the mother was only partially responsive, since she
questioned patient as to what was said. In Case 12, patient and mother were
receptive to the clinic, but father was opposed to clinic contact.
To sum up therefore, it may be seen that two patients were not
receptive to the olinic; one patient was partially receptive; three patients
i W6re receptive-. One mother wss resistant to the clinic; three were par-
tially accepting; two were accepting. One father was opposed to clinic.
The attitudes of five fathers were unknown
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Thus, the findings seem to indicate that in no oase were both par-
ents and patient completely responsive to the clinic, and in one case par-
ent and patient were unresponsive to the clinic. In one case the patient
and. parent were responsive, but kept appointments irregularly which seems
to show that he was not completely responsive. In two cases patients and
mother were receptive to clinic, but mother rarely accompanied patients
to the clinic which again points to an incomplete responsiveness to clinic
on her part. In one case the mother was .seemingly responsive to the clinic
but her attitude as seen by the fact that she questioned patient as to
what was said was not wholly receptive. In the sixth case, the patient
and mother were responsive to clinic, but father was not and this would
seem to affect treatment results adversely.
It can be seen that the child improved slightly where both he and
parent had unfavorable attitudes to the clinic; where patient was unrespon-
sive and parent was partially responsive; where patient and one parent was
responsive but one parent was unresponsive.
Nothing conclusive can be stated from this data, but there does
not seem to be a relationship between attitude to the clinic on the part
of patient and parent, and slightly improved treatment results among the
dull children.
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Clinic' s Impression of Parents'
and Patients' Personality;
Case 4. 1) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Lies,
clowns for other children; always in trouble; good marks one day—next
day does nothing. 2) As Seen in the school: Chronic liar; cheats;
strives for attention; does not respond favorably to praise; unreliabDa;
poor effort and achievement; rarely absent. 3) Clinic's impression of
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patient's personality: Jittery; nervous; full of insecurity; appeal-
ing; nice and friendly; makes sincere effort.
Clinic impression of parents’ oersonelity: Mother^-Quite intelli-
gent; capable of developing some insight into patient's problems if
given some help.
Case 7, l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Afraid of
school; fears dark, new food; being hurt physically; cringes when
spoken to sharply; stubborn; whiny; disagreeable; temper ament sQ; sel-
fish; shy; slow to make friends; persistent; demands attention; craves
affection; very demonstrative; tells tsll stories. 2) As seen in
school: Terrified in school; cringes at approach of teacher; accepted
by other children; gets along with them; resents correction. 3)Clinic's
impression of patient's personality: Apprehensive; shy; friendly;
dull.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Fairly intelligent;
some understanding.
Case 8. .1) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Very ac-
tive; lazy about the home; not affectionate; grouchy; fussy about food;
likes to be boss; bashful; enjoys school. 2) As seen in the school:
Slow; conscientious; conduct-very good; slow but works hard; good
mixer but never takes the inietive; participates in class activities.
3) Clinic's impression of patient's personality: Neat; clean appear-
ing: dull; nice person; friendly; cooperative; conscientious; likes
school; well-meaning; seems amenable.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Cooperative;
limited intelligerce ; recogizes problems; ability to handle problems
without too much dependency on outside help.
Case 9. l) Patient's personality as seal in the home: Willing
boy; adjusts well in any groip; not over vivacious; calm; never causes
trouble; quick; curious; bright; performs duties willingly; good-
natured; easy to get along with; lots of friends. 2) As seen in the
school: 'Nice; obedient; well mannered; never tardy: hardly absent;
works hard. 3) Clinic's impression of patient's personality: Friendly
retarded; tries hard to be cooperative; active.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Seams confused;
limited intelligence; adeouate home manager; impresses as not being
able to treat the mor9 simple behaviour problems.
Case 10, l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Hard to
manage; fault finding; demanding; critical; selfish; honest; truthful;
self-centered; lazy about home responsibilities and outside interests;
makes friends easily, but loses interest; dissatisfied; unappreciative;
wants attention; frequents adults. 2) As seen in school: Disinter-
ested in school and activities of boys his age; 3) Patient's person-
ality as seen in the clinic: Ill-at-ease; colorless; inarticulate
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about things except school; dislikes school; limited; unheopy; malad-
justed.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Tell meaning;
conscientious; earnest within her limitations; anxious to do something
for the boy.
Case 12. 1) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Good-
natured; sociable; no temper tantrums; will sulk; no fears; truthful;
generous; trustworthy; small amount of jealousy; follower; helpful in
home; performs duties well; fairly self-reliant; plays with many neigh-
borhood children; happy-go-lucky ; little curiosity; lacks interest in
mechanical things. 2) As seen in school: Children like him-they play
together; over-bearing to other children ; ooor concentration; tattles
on others and is tattled on back. 5) Clinic's impression of patient's
personality: Friendly; not talkative; fear of father causes protective
lying and fear of adriitting guilt.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Consumed with
guilt over past experiences and feels needs the punishment of her pre-
sent unhappiness.
TTith the slightly improved group of dull children, as in the other
groups, there is no single personality type that typifies the group. The
children did share certain traits, but these traits were not exclusive with
the slightly improved group of dull children. Some examples of these traits
are: Five children were described as sociable; five as friendly; three as
striving for atter+ ion, etc 0
The findings show that in Case 4, the patient had a number of
personality traits which would seem to be related to improvement; e.g.,
appealing; nice and friendly; makes sincere effort. The mother in this
case had a very favorable personality make-up; e.g., auite intelligent;
capable of developing some insight into patient’s problems if giver some
help. In Case 7, the patient’s personality as described by the clinic
could be considered only partially favorable, an example of this being
that he was friendly; however, he was also described as apprehensive; shy;
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dull. The mother had a favorable personality make-up and it would seem to
be related to improved treatment results; e,g, , fairly intelligent; some
understanding. In Case 8, the patient seems to have a personality that
would be related to improvement. The mother in this case is described in
terms which would seem related to improvement. In Case 9, the brother of
Case 8, the patient is described in very favorable terms; e,g,, friendly;
tries hard to be cooperative; active, although he is also retarded; how-
ever mother is described unfavorably, in terms of personality, which would
seem unrelated to improved treatment results. This is in direct contra-
diction to her description in Case 8. In Case 10, patient's personality
as described by clinic would seem unrelated to improvement, whereas the
mother in this case is described in very favorable personality terms. In
Case 12, patient is described as friendly, but not talkative, and would
seem to have a personality partially related to improvement. The brief
description of the mother is unfavorable.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that three patients had
favorable personalities; two patients were described as having partially
favorable personalities and one patient had an unfavorable personality
make-up. Four mothers had favorable personalities; two mothers had unfav-
orable t>8rs cnal it ies, Nothing was known about the fathers' personalities
in this group.
Thus, the patient was slightly improved where both he and parent
had favorable personality traits; where patient's personality appeared
partially favorable and the parent's favorable; where patient had a favor-
able personality make-up and the parent's was unfavorable; where patient
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was described unfavorably and parent, favorably; where patient was de-
scribed only partially favorable and the parent, unfavorably.
It would seem, therefore, that slightly improved treatment re-
sults among the dull children are related to favorable personality traits
on the part of either patient or parent or both. In no case where the
patient was slightly improved were both patient and parent described in
completely unfavorable terms with regard to personality.
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Chapter VIII - Discussion of Improved Dull Children
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Parental and Patient’s Attitudes
Towards the Clinic:
Case 3. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Self-conscious and nervous; does respond to friendliness
and revealed a great deal about his job; responsive. 2) To clinic atter^
dance-Frightered about the clinic but became more friendly during the
interview. 3) To other patients- Unknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother-Suggested discontinuing
clinic contact. Talks freely about problem.
Case 5. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiat rist-Told sister what a pretty lady doctor he had and what fun
it was to draw pictures at clinic. 2) To clinic attendance-Enjoys clin-
ic; voices no objection to attendance; responsive to clinic. 3) To
other patients-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Antagonistic; resents pa-
tient' s identification with the clinic, yet seeks release and advice
from the clinic and wishes patient to attend regularly.
Case 6. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psy chiat rist-Not at all responsive; quiet and subdued. 2) To clinic
attendance-interested in earning stars. 3) To other pat ierts-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Will expect miracles ;finds
it difficult to attend clinic after birth of child.
Case 13. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Reasonably responsive; rationalizes and projects. 2) To
clinic attendance- Unknown. 3) To other patients-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Willing to cooperate in
any plan that might benefit patient; hard time getting to clinic.
In Case 3, the patient was responsive to the clinic while the moth-
er suggested discontinuing clinic contact although she talked freely about
the problem and would seem to be only partially receptive to the clinic. In
Case 5, the patient was responsive to the clinic and the mother had ambiva-
lent feelings of antagonism and responsiveness. She seemed, therefore, to
be partially accepting of the clinic as he was "not at all responsive" to
the theraoist, b\jt he was interested in earning stars. The mother in this
case seemed unresponsive to the clinic, "expected miracles" and found it
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difficult to attend clinic. In Case 13, the patient was reasonably respon-
sive and the mother was receptive to the clinic.
In summary, therefore, it can be seen that two patients were recep-
tive towards the clinic; two patients were partially receptive towards the
clinic. One mother was accepting of the clinic; two were partially accept-
ing; one was not accepting of the clinic. The attitudes of all fathers in
this group were unknown.
The writer concludes from these findings that improved treatment
results among the dull children seem to be related to the patient's favorable
attitude to the clinic, rather than the parent's, as in one case the mother
was unresponsive to the clinic but the child improved . The child was par-
tially accepting of the clinic. In no case among the improved dull children
was the child completely unresponsive to the clinic.
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Clinic’s Impression of Parents’
and Patients’ Personality:
Case 3. l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Likes to work
and earn money; saucy; disobedient; profane; sex play with friends; toigh
gang; lies; steals; resents direction; day-dreams; extravagant; desires
to be one of the gang. 2) As seen in school: Does not like school;does
not apply himself; no complaints from school; no stealing; likes teacher.
3) Clinic's impression of patient’s personality: Colorless; clumsy; self-
conscious; a little apprehensive; unhappy about school; suggestible and
good material; impatient; amazingly truthful; pleasant but jumpy manner.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother- Immature; unintel-
ligent; irritable; nagging at home; over-zealous in attempt to control
patient; not sufficiently sympathetic to patient.
Case 5. l) Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Aggressive
behaviour; steals; runs away; yells; timid; insecure; inferiority feel-
ing; younger friend; will not leave yard to play with group. 2) As seen
in school: Gets along alright with others; quiet; fairly conscientious;
no particular friends; good conduct, except for steeling; tried hard in
work; careless in arithmetic. 3) Clinic’s impression of patient's per-
sonality: Extremely fearful; shy; repressed; dependent; untruthful;
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poorly adjusted socially; nice manners; occasional outburts of aggress-
ion.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother- Fairly intelli-
gent; cold and calculating; can accept on intellectual basis, but will
never be able to demonstrate emotionally.
Case 6. l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Doesn’t
mind well; food capricious; poor work in school; gets along well with
other ohildren; has one particular friend, her age; spoiled child,
saucy; fresh; aggressive; not quarrelsome; some lying; irresponsible;
undependable; stubborn; has temper. 2) As seen in the school: Doesn't
put mind to anything; talks to self; likes school; highly neg-ativi st ic.
3) Clinic’s impression of the patient’s personality: Dull appearing;
show offish behaviour; great play for attention; irritating and offen-
sive behaviour.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Discouraged; ineffect-
ual; pessimistic; limited person; tends to give glowing account of pa-
tient's improvement because she wants to be relieved of attendance.
Case 13. l) Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Well liked;
good mixer; good-hearted; very affectione te; very obedient; inatten-
tive; lacks confidence; helpful; nosey; inferiority feeling; clownish.
2) As seen in school: Troublemaker; big blusterer; show-off; foolish
acting; dull; no concentration; fools too much; influenced by another
problem child in the class. 3) Clinic's impression of the patient's
personality: Alert; blustering; air of self-assuredness; makes friends
easily; fairly adaptible: timid; insecure; inferiority feelings; rest-
lessness; tried hard; embarrassed when couldn’t do something asked to
do.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother-Expects too much
from patient; intelligent; some insight.
In Case 3, the patient seemed to have some favorable personality
traits as described by the clinic; e.g., suggestible and good material;
amazingly truthful; pleasant but jumpy manner. The parent seemed to have
an unfavorable personality make-up; e.g., immature; unintelligent; irrit-
able; nagging; etc. In Case 5, the patient impressed the clinic as being
extremely fearful; shy; repressed; dependent; untruthful; poorly adjusted
socially; nice manners; occasional outbursts of aggression. His personal-
ity traits, for the most part, would seem to be unfavorable. The parent
in this case was fairly intelligent, cold and calculating and could accept
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things on an intellectual basis only. It would seem that her personality
could be termed partially favorable. In Case 6, the patient's personality
as described by the clinic, appears to be unfavorable; the patient was de-
scribed as being dull in appearance; having show-offish behaviour; making a
great play for attention; etc. The mother too seemed to have unfavorable
personality traits. In Case 13, the patient seemed to have some very favor-
able personality traits intermingled with less favorable traits; examples
of the former are alert; makes friends easily; fairly adaptible. The parent
in this case was described favorably for the most part although she did ex-
pect too much from the patient. Both had partial favorable personality
make-ups*
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that two patients impressed
the clinic as having unfavorable personalities; one patient had a partially
favorable personality; one patient had a favorable personality make-up. Two
mothers were described as having partially favorable personalities. Nothing
was known about the fathers’ personalities in this group*
The findings do not seem to indicate anything conclusive about the
relationship of improvement to personality. It can be seen that in one
case, at least, both parent and patient had unfavorable personality traits
which would seem to hinder improvement, yet the child improved. It can be
said, however, that at least in one case, the patient did improve where the
parent’s personality was unfavorable, but his own personality seemed favor-
ably disposed to improvement. However, in another case, improvement took
place where the patient’s personality could be called unfavorable and the
parent’ s was only partially favorable.
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As with the other groups there is no one personality type that
characterizes the improved group of dull children#
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Chapter IX - Discussion of Much Improved Bright
Child ren
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Parental and Patients’ Attitudes
Toward the Clinic:
Case 15. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Responsive to a friendly approach; sweet and responsive;
Psychologist-Lacked confidence at first 'and was shy about specking, but
responded to encouragement and gave her best responses when praised.
2) To clinic attendance-Enjoyed attending. 3) To other patients-Quiet
at clinic, sitting most of the time close to mother and being read to.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Both parents were at first opposed
to the clinic; father because he felt the clinic might label the child
of limited, intelligence; the mother because she felt a problem child was
being created in contrast to fact. Later both parents were in favor of
the clinic.
Case 20. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therspist-
Bociel worker- The patient seemed rather shy, but responded to friendli-
ness and readily gave information concerninp^ his parents end family.
2) Patient’s attitude to clinic attendence-Would have preferred not to
attend hobby class because of his baseball. 3) Attitude to other patients
Lnknown
.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother, at first, was apprehen-
sive and defensive because she thought the clinic might send patient
away to some boy’s school. However, after reassurance, she said she
would be glad to come and would like to have the patient attend clinic.
Case 21. Patient's attitude to the clinic: 1) To the therapist-
Psvchia trist-Veneer of bravado and boastfulness, with a general super-
cilious air. Most of time talks with his profile or back to the psychi-
atrist. The psychietrist talks about the psychological test and the
patient shrugs it off, assuming everyone would know he was bright, but
he couldn’t see any reason why he should attend school, it just wasn't
interesting. 2) To clinic attendance-In the clinic situation he is
bored and sits on the opposite side of the room from his parents. 3) To)
other pat ients-bnknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Exceedingly hostile, at first, re-
sentful, end the father is defensive. However, their cooperation was
enlisted.
Case 22. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Recognized authority and seems responsive to the star chart.
The patient accepts authority from the psychietrist but won't from the
mother. She doesr’ t pay attention to whet the psychiatrist says until
spoken to sharply then becomes superficially, exaggeratedly polite.
Patient tries to argue the psychiatrist out of the zeroes for the star
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chart. 2) To clinic attendanee-She threatens not to eat unless the
mother allows her to return to clinic at a time mother did not wish to
return to clinic. 3) To other pat ients-Unknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Mother applies for a camp placement
at the clinic’s recommendation.
It can be seen that in the much improved bright children, one was
shy at first about speaking, but responded to a friendly approach. She en-
joyed attending clinic, but sat quietly by her mother. Her parents were
opposed, at first, but later were in favor of the clinic. The second child
also seemed rather shy, but responded to friendliness and readily gave in-
formation. However, he would have preferred not to attend hobby cless as
it interfered with his baseball. His mother was, at first, apprehensive and
defensive, but after reassurance became responsive to clinic. The third
child was boastful with a supercilious air and assumed everyone ought to
know he was bright, but couldn't see any reason for attending school. He
seemed bored in the clinic situation. His parents were, at first, exceed-
ingly hostile and resentful, but their cooperation was enlisted. The fourth
patient accepted authority from the psychiatrist, where she had refused to
from the mother and seemed responsive to the star chert, although she was
somewhat inattentive to the psychiatrist and tried to argue her out of zer-
oes for the chart. She threatened not to eat if she couldn’t return to
clinic. The mother’ s attitude is unknown, except that she did apply for a
camp placement at the clinic’s recommendation, and therefore seemed fairly
responsive.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that two patients were recep-
tive towards the clinic; one was partially receptive; one patient w-as not
receptive. All four mothers were accepting of the clinic, although three
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were resist&Et or opposed to the clinic at the outset. Two fathers were
accepting, although they had been opposed at first. The attitudes of tv/o
fathers were unknown.
The above discussion would seem to indicate that the much improved
treatment results were not dependent upon the child’s favorable attitude
toward the clinic as in one of the much improved cases, the child was boast-
ful, supercilious and bored, while in another case, the child was responsive,
but objected somewhat to attending clinic. In both these esses the parents
were receptive to the clinic and it would seem that the child improved be-
cause of the parental attitude to the clinic and in spite of his own unfavor-
able attitude to the clinic.
Relationship Between Treatment Results end Clinic s Impression of Parents
and Patients’ Personality:
Case 15. Patient's personality as seen in the home: Inferiority
complex; timid; a little tense; popular; a good mixer, but has little
opportunity to play with her own age in the neighborhood; somewhat imma-
ture; honest; truthful; quite suggestible; very affectionate; seeks much
attention from parents; follows sister in all her activities; gives in
to her sister’s teesing, bossiness, and dominance on every occasion.
2) Patient's personality as seen in the school: Little effort; very in-
active with other children, merely following them with her eyes but not
playing; at first would not look up when spoken to, now looks up and
smiles shyly; almost no life. 3) Clinic impression of patient’s person-
ality: Not overly articulate; quite spontaneous; timid; shy at first;
responds to praise; not assertive; slow in adaptation; nice child; sweet
and responsive.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-tense; conscient-
ious; troubled; some insight; nervous. Father- intelligent person; con-
siderable insight; tense; irritable. Both intelligent enough to carry
out clinic recommendations.
Case 20. 1) Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Wonderful
child; no problem at home; organized a baseball team. 2) Patient’s per-
sonality as seen in the school and at camp: Extremely nervous; fidgety;
giggles at times for no particular reason; excellent camper; no obvious
qualities of leadership but was one of the group; no a-social or subver-
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sive tendencies; seemed an all-round well adjusted youngster. 3) Clinic
impression of patient’s personality-Lonely ; very pleasant; friendly; not
particularly nervous; good practical judgement; attractive youngster.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Sensitive; sus-
picious; resenting any criticism; nervous; aporeher. sive in manner.
Case 21. l) Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Hard to
manage; quarrelsome; wants his own way; affectionate with his parents;
not particularly dependable; not jealous; not helpful around the house;
smokes a great deal; stays out nights. 2) Patient's personality as seen
in the school: Hates school; doesn't want to go; truanted a few times;
takes every possible opoortunity to disrupt the class routine; constant-
ly pushing, shoving, getting out of his seat, laughing aloud, calling
attention to himself in one way or another. 3) Clinic impression of
patient's personality: Supercilious; general non-conformity; rebellion
ageinst authority; sullen; very defensive; nice appearing, but manner
against him; entirely resenting any authority; aggressive; defiant;
critical and resentful of teacher.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Earnest; sensible;
under father's domination. Father-High-strung; excitable; particularly
aggressive in the interview.
Case 22. Patient's personality as seen in the home: Unmanageable;
resistant; contrary; doesn't mind; temper tantrums; honest; truthful;
not a good mixer; fresh; saucy; quarrels with friends; has to be remind-
ed to go to school. 2) Patient's personality as seen in the school:
Likes school; does well; no complaints. 3) Patient's personality as
seen in the clinic: Sophisticated; pert; smug; self-righteous; excit-
able; quick motioned; aggressive; restless behaviour; direct appeals
for adult attention; vindictive; coy; patient is brighter than her
mother.
Clinic's impression of parents' personal ity: Mother-Limited; help-
less; outstandingly inadequate; ineffectual; full of complaints; vindic-
tive.
It is obvious from the excerpted case material presented above that
although there were some personality traits shared by a few children in the
group, for the most part the children differed from ore another with regard
to personality. It would seem appropriate, therefore, to say that there is
no one personality make-up among the bright children that can be related to
much improved treatment results.
Concerning the question are the much improved treatment results
related to the child's personality rather than to the parents' personality
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traits, the writer feels it will be adequate to consider the clinic's im-
pression of both the patient end parents. In Case 15, the patient was con-
sidered as not overly articulate, but spontaneous and responsive# The par-
ents were both "intelligent enough to carry out the clinic's recommenda-
tions” and had insight. In Case 20, the patient was pleasant and friendly
with good practical .judgement, although the mother was described as sensi-
tive, suspicious, and resentful of any criticism. In Case 21, the patient
w8s resentful of any authority, was sullen, very defensive, supercilious,
and although "nice appearing, his manner was against him". His mother was
earnest and sensible while the father was high-strung and aggressive in the
interview. In Case 22, the patient impressed the clinic as being brighter
than her mother, was sophisticated, quick-motioned, and aggressive, althoig-h
self-righteous, vindictive and coy. The mother was described as helpless,
outstandingly inadequate, ineffectual, full of complaints and vindictive.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that three patients impressed
the clinic as having favorable personalities; one patient, had 8n unfavorable
personality. Two mothers were described as having favorable personalities;
two had unfavorable personalities. One father was described as having a
favorable personality. Nothing was known about the personalities of three
fathers in this group.
It can be seen that in Case lb, both the patient and parents were
described by the clinic as possessing personality traits which would prob-
ably be related to favorable treatment results. In Case 20, the patient
seemed to have more desirable personality traits than the parent, as the
former was friendly and pleasant, while the latter was suspicious and resent-
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ful of criticism. In Case 21, the petient seemed to have personality traits
which would not relate to favorable treatment results, but the mother was
described as sensible and earnest. In Case 22, the child's personality
seems definitely to relate itself more to much improved treatment results
than would the mother's personality as she wss described as helpless, in-
effectual, outstandingly inadequate, etc. The patient was described ap
being brighter than the mother.
This data does not seem to have ary single tendency. Although two
children improved greatly, despite unfavorable personality traits on the
part of the parent, one much improved child, himself, possesses personality
traits which would seem to be unrelated to favorable treatment results and
in one instance, both patient and parents had favorable personality traits,,
Much improved treatment results would appear to be related to favorable
personality on the part of the patient or the parent,,
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Cnapter X - discussion of Improved Bright Children
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Parental and Patients' Attitudes
Towards the Clinic:
Case 17. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychologist-Smi ling and friendly and tried conscientiously to succeed;
said nothing spontaneously. 2) To clinic attendance-Said he would like
to have seme help for his speech. 3) To other pa tient s-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to clinic: Mother- Interested in speech therapy;
thought the patient’s Hebrew lessons more important than his speech
therapy.
Case 18. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psy chietrist-Often just sits when questioned as though he never heard
it. Doesn’t talk spontaneously and when asked questions about home, has
a hard time to remember. Not a very direct child and difficult to reach.
2) To clinic attendance-Obviously a little fearful of the clinic. 3) To
other patient s-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to clinic: Mother-Expresses willingness to work
with clinic in a way that will promote patient's schcol progress.
Case 24. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Very serious manner, but nonetheless friendly and aggress-
ive. 2) To clinic attendance-More receptive than mother. 3) To other
p a t i ent s -Unknown
•
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Unknown.
Case 25. Patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Social Worker-Very friendly to worker in a rather quiet sort of wsy.
Psychologist-Cooperet5.ve but with no enthusiasm or spontaneity. Respon-
sive to the minimum. Psychiatrist-Quiet, rather inarticulate. 2) To
clinic attendance-Enthusiastic about occupational therapy. Neither
talked nor smiled in clinic waiting room, though he apparently enjoyed
playing with the puzzles. 3) To other patient s-Unknown.
Parents’ attitude to the clinic: Seems willing to cooperate with the
clinic. Said she was anxious to continue treatment.
Case 26. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) 7o the theraoist-
Psychiatrist-No spontaneity. Only answered questions thet were asked.
Not entirely accessible or articulate. Cried whaiever asked to be sepa-
rated from mother, but responded well to the friendly approach of both
psychologist and psychiatrist. 2) To clinic attendance-Very much afraid
at clinic. 3) To other pat ients-While waitin; for her interview sat
close to mother. Was not interested in joining children in the health
class
.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: At first mother was hostile, ada-
mant, critical, had no intention of carrying out clinic program or re-
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turning. Became more friendly, well disposed at patient’s improvement.
Case 28. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Psychiatrist-Kas tears near the surface all the time during the inter-
view. Says she does not know about her bed dreams, but the family tell
her how she yells, screams end carries on. 2) To clinic attendance-
Seemed quite restless as she waited for her interview. Angry on one
occasion that she had to come to clinic, thought only mother had to
come. 3) To other patients-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Wished patient to attend
clinic because patient has been having night mares (violent), for the
past two years.
In Case 17, the child seemed friendly and receotive to the clinic
although not spontaneous. The mother was interested in speech therapy but
considered it only secondary in importance to his Hebrew lessons. In Case
18, the patient is indirect, not spontaneous, herd to reach and fearful of
the clinic. The parent in this case is willing to cooperate with the clinic.
In Case 24, the patient is friendly and receptive to the clinic, more so
than her mother. The mother's attitude is unknown, but she is obviously
less receptive to clinic than is the patient. In Case 25, the patient is
responsive, but in a passive unspont aneous sort of way. The parent seems
willing to cooperate with the clinic. In Case 26, the patient is not spon-
taneous, is fearful, but responsive to a friendly approach. The parent was
hostile, critical and had no intention of carrying out the clinic program
at first, but became more friendly and well disposed when patient showed
improvement. In Case 28, the patient does not seem wholly receptive to
clinic although the mother wished patient to attend the clinic.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that three oatients were re-
ceptive towards the clinic; one patient was partially receptive; two pa-
V
tients were not receptive towards the clinic. Three mothers were accepting
of the clinic; one of these mothers was hostile towards the clinic at first.
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The attitudes of all six fathers were unknown 0
These findings would seem to indicate that improved treatment re-
sults may he related to either a favorable parental attitude and an unfavor-
able attitude on the part of the patient to the clinic, to an unfavorable
parental attitude and a favorable attitude on the part of the patient or to
a favorable attitude to the clinic on the part of both parent and patient.
In no case did the patient improve where both parent and child were unfavor-
ably disposed to the clinic 0
Relationship Between Treatment results and Clinic’s Impression of Parents*
and Patients’ Personality:
Case 17, Patient's personality as seen in the home: Active; well
socialized; a leader; observing; was quite selfish; very well-behaved;
affectionate; no fears; very popular with boys his ovm age; "regular
boy” in his play interests, 2) As seen in the school: gets on well;
bright; honor roll; prizes. 3) Clinic’s impression of patient's person-
ality: Attractive; poised; well-mannered; rather repressed; tense; well-
socialized; responsive child; charming.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother-Overly-conscien-
tious; protective person; very much worried about problem.
Case 18. Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Shyness; nerv-
ousness; lacks self-confidence in school; sensitive; chronically tired;
not too popular with other children, but doesn't fight with them; school
work irregular; teacher says he is disinterested in his work. 2) As
seen in the school: Immature; babyish boy; slow in work; sensitive and
a day-dreamer; bright; capable of doing better; carries untrue stories
home to mother; spoiled; unwilling to do work; not accepted by other
children. 3) Clinic impression of patient's oersonality: Many nervous
mannerisms; shy; insecure; covers his self-consciousness by e very
silly manner.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother-Nervous; anxious
type; very protective of patient; deeply devoted to children; more
particularly to pstient.
Case 24. Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Fears death
at every turn; superstitious; highly neurotic; imaginative; worries con-
stantly about mother’s health; tells tall stories to friends and rela-
tives to punish mother, 2) As seen in the school: Likes school; does
well. 3) Clinic’s impression of patient’s personality: Prematurely
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grave child; very serious; friendly end aggressive; fussy about food.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Unknown*
Case 25. Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Active; ener-
getic; sympathetic; kindly; generous; can be trusted to tell the truth;
frank in telling about things that have happened; very affectionate;
jealous of younger brother; tries very hard to show off and get atten-
tion; not very obedient; sometimes irritable and persistent when wants
things; easily startled; fear of the dark; imaginative; quick to ask
questions and invent stories. 2) As seen in the school: Good work;
untidy; very destructive; gets on fairly well with other childrsn-but
they tease him-call him ’’cockeyed”. 3) Clinic’s impression of patient’s
personality: Not great effort; passive; tense; nervous; ill-at-ease;
self-conscious about his eye; timid; active; energetic; quiet; friendly;
well-behaved; reticent; quite independent.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother-Some insight;
rather inadequate; seemed more concerned about her personal affairs and
decisions than those factors which affected patient's adjustment; con-
fused; unstable; without a great deal of intelligence; prefers working
and being out of home to taking care of children.
Case 26. Patient’s personality as seen in the home: Heppy-go-lucly;
easy to manage; somewhat self-centered; not jealous; good mixer social-
ly; somewhat selfish; fears denied. 2) As seen in school: Does well in
school. 3) Clinic's impression of patient's personality : Extremely
inhibited; repressed; self-conscious; lacking in confidence; shy; timid.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Extremely defensive;
vacillated; contradictory; 5.mpatient in manner; resented giving identi-
fying date.
Case 23. Patient's personality as seen in the home: Serious;
afraid in broad daylight; heedless and takes her time in answering moth-
er; sensitive; cries easily; sulky; generous; ’’half and half” responsible;
very honest and truthful; quite repressed-keeps trouble to herself. 2)As
seen in school: Very bright; honor roll; got an award for ’’politeness
and kindness”. 3) Clinic's impression of patient’s personality: Shy;
inhibited; repressed; extremely anxious; dependent; nervous mannerisms;
tense.
Clinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother-Seemed to feel
the world was against her; preoccupied with her own personal problems*
Again it can be pointed out there is no one personality make-up
among the improved bright children which typifies the group. The children
do, however, have some similar personality traits.
Concerning the question of whether the child's personality or par-
ents’ personality affected the treatment results, the writer found that in
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Case 17, the patient was described as attractive; poised; well-mannered
;
rather repressed; well-socialized; resDonsive; etc# The parent was describ-
ed as over ly- cons ciertious ; protective; much worried about the problem. In
Case 18, the patient impressed the clinic as nervous; shy* insecure; etc*
The parent was described as nervous; anxious; very protective; devoted moth-
er; etc. In Case 24, patient was described by the clinic as prematurely
grave; very serious; friendly and aggressi.v e; etc. The parent’s personality
was not known. In Case 25, the clinic’s impression of the patient’s person-
ality was not great effort; passive; tense; nervous; ill-at-ease; timid;
nervous; active; energetic; friendly; well-behaved; quite independent; etc.
The mother was described as unstable; confused; without a great deal of in-
telligence; some insight into patient’s problems; rather inadeouate; etc.
In Case 26, patient was described by the clinic as extremely inhibited;
repressed; self-conscious; lacking in confidence; shy; timid. The mother’s
personality was extremely defensive; vacillated; contradictory; impatient
in manner; resented giving identifying date. In Case 28, the following
traits were ascribed to patient by the clinic; shy; inhibited; repressed:
extremely anxious; dependent; nervous; tense. The mother impressed the
clinic as seeming to feel the world was ageinst her; and being preoccupied
with her own personal problems*
In Case 17, both patient and parent seemed to have a good mar.y
personality traits which would seem to be favorable to improved treatment
results. In Case 18, the patient does not have destructive factors in his
personality as described by the clinic, but in itself, it would not seem to
fevor or hinder improvement. The mother in this case seems to have certein
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t
personality factors which would favor improved treatment results as her
’’devotion to the children, more particularly patient”. In Case 24, the
oe rent' s personality was not known, but oatient’s seemed favorable to im-
provement; i.e., serious; friendly; aggressive. In Case 25, it would appear
that the patient’s personality would tend more to favorable treatment re-
sults than would the mother’s personality. In Case 26, the mother’s person-
ality would seem to hinder improvement, whereas the patient’ s as described
by the clinic is too neutral to warrant speculation as to its fevorableness
or unfavorableness. In Case 28, it is seen again that patient’s personality
was unfavorable and mother’s was unfavorable. The description of mother’s
personality was very inadequate,.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that three of the patients
were described by the clinic as having favorable personalities; two had
neutral personality mak9-ups; one had an unfavorable personality. Two moth-
ers were described as having favorable personalities; one had a partially
favorable personality; two had unfavorable personalities; one mother’s per^
sonality make-up was unknown. lothing was known about the persoral it ies of
the six fathers in this group.
These findings would seem to indicate thst improved treatment re-
sults cannot be related to either the child’s or parent’s favorable person-
ality make-up. It can be seen that the child did improve in at least two
cases where his own personality was more ftevorable than the parent’s. In a
third carse, where the parent’s po-sonality was unknown, the child’s was
favorable, and improvement took place. Yet one child improved despite the
fact that both he and parent were described as having unfavorable personal-
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ity traits which would seem to be unrelated to improvement
..
'
Chapter XI - Discussion of Slightly Improved Bright
Children
Relationship Between Treatment Results ard Parental and Patients’ Attitudes
Towards the Clinic:
Case 19. The patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the there-
pist-Bocial wor ker-7/hile at first patient was extremely shy, she readily
responded to friendliness and came to chat sociably with the worker.
Psychiatrist-Seemed very aporehensive and skeptical about interview.
Difficult to get her to talk. 2) To clinic attendance-Patient said she
came to the clinic because she had dreams at night and mother told her
we would help her. 3) To other pat ients -Finally joined the other chil-
dren in the playroom.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Seemed appreciative and
interested in getting help, but did not respond to clinic contacts re-
garding more service as she has small children, lives a considerable
distance away and it is not easy for her to come to clinic.
Case 23. The patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the there-
pist-Psychiatri st-Outgoing. Takes over interview. Very informative.
Psychologist-Friendly-asks about family of the staff. Social worker-
^uiet and reserved but friendly. Not very talkative. <4uite gentleman-
ly with adults. 2) To the clinic attendance-Likes to come to clinic
which he refers to as his ’’other school" and he wants to come to clinic
every week. 3) To other p at ient s-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother seemed cooperative, but
lost interest. Claimed she felt too ill to attend and punished patient
on this basis because he enjoyed attending.
Case 27. The patient’s attitude to the clinic: l) To the thera-
pist-Psychiatrist-Tal ks very frankly and seems to feel she is at clinic
to tell her story and certainly does. 2) To clinic attendance-Quiet
;
well-mannered j reserved at the clinic. 3) T o other patients-Unknown.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother gave little cooperation
because of new employment and later pregnancy. Under the impression
clinic would return patient to her remade.
In Case 19, the patient was shy, apprehensive, and it was diffi-
cult to get her to talk, but she did respond to friendliness end seemed to
want clinic help as she said "she came to clinic because she had dreams at
night and mother said we would help her". The mother in this case seemed
appreciative and interested in getting help, but did not respond to clinic
contacts regarding more service. In Case 23, the patient liked coming to
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clinic and was outgoing, informative and friendly although the social worker
also described him as quiet and reserved. The parent in this case seemed
cooperative, but lost interest and claimed she felt too ill to attend clin-
ic. In Case 27, the patient talked frankly and seemed to desire clinic
help as "she feels she is in clinic to tell her story, and certainly does",,
The mother, here, gave little cooperation and expected clinic to return the
child to her remade.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that the three patients were
receptive towards the clinic. The three mothers were partially accepting
of the clinic. The attitudes of the three fathers were unknown*
The mothers’ attitude to the clinic in these three cases would
seem to be directly related to the slightly improved treatment results,
since the three children were favorably disposed to the clinic. The find-
ings would seem to indicate that it was the inadequate cooperation on the
parents’ part that affected the results, rather than the children 1 s atti-
tudes to the clinic which were favorable and perhaps better treatment re-
sults could have been achieved had the mothers’ attitudes been better.
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Clinic’s Impression of Parents’
and Patients’ Personality:
Case 19, l) Patient 1 s personality as seen in the home: Extremely
neat; quite bossy; prefers older children as playmates; worries constart-
ly; timid; apprehensive; lacking self-confidence; curious; observant;
self-centered; sensitive; insecure; very suggestible; dependent upon
mother. 2 ) As seen in the school: School work excellent; teacher and
patient get along very well together. 3) Clinic impression of patient's
personality: Shy; repressed little girl.
Cifinic impression of parents’ personality: Mother-Immat ure ; child-
ish; clinging; dependent person; no ability to organize or to train.
Case 23. l) Patient’s personality as seen in the heme: Enjoys
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playing outdoors -with the boys his age; just as active and rough as the
boys his age and he enjoys romping with them; destructive; happy play-
ing outdoors; restless indoors; changes from one activity to another
quickly; wants his own way; quite difficult at times; jealous; a good
mixer; poised; honest; truthful; very slow; mother dresses him. 2) As
seen in the school: Kice boy; manly; quite refined; no more restless
in school than other boys; likes teacher to help him put on his hat and
coat; does not get along well with the group because he likes to boss
the others; does naughty things to gain attention; has a short disci-
pline span and has to be reprimanded repeatedly. 3 ) Clinic impression
of patient’s personality: Quiet; friendly; restless; does not stay at
one activity for any more than fifteen minutes; does not work up to
ability in school; not particularly aggressive; outgoing; mature in his
ideas; wholesome-takes over the interview; very informative; expresses
himself well; dreamy-becomes preoccupied and diverted by other things;
delightful youngster.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Hot very compe-
tent; burdened with care of two younger children and don't think she is
going to be of much help; rather limited intellectually; subdued; seems
quiet; domineering at home; aggressive in disciplining the children.
Case 27. l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Uncoopera-
tive at home; unappreciative of any thing done for her; has very few
friends of her own; very stubborn; poor mixer; many grievances; selfish;
self-centered; considerable dignity; self-pity; insecurity. 2) As seen
in the school: Very polite; a perfect lady; trustworthy; accepted by
the other children; day-dreaming ; feels unwanted; model child in school.
3) Cl inic impression of patient's personality: Tense; slightly uncom-
fortable child.
.Clinic impression of parents' personality: Moiher-Articula te ; seem-
ingly frank; fairly sensible; felt she would have shown little concern
for the situation had it not been for an uncle who told parents child
is very unhappy.
As with the much improved bright children, there is no one person-
ality type that typifies the slightly improved bright children, although a-
gain, they do have some personality single traits in common.
Concerning the child's and parents' personality as they relate to
the slightly improved treatment results, it can be seen that in Case 19,
the child impressed the clinic as shy and repressed, whereas the mother in
this case was described as immature; childish; clinging; dependent; with no
ability to organize or to train. In Case 23, -the child was described by
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the olinic es quiet; friendly; outgoing; mature in his ideas; wholesome-
takes over the interview; very informative; expresses himself well; etc.
The parent was described ss not very competent; rather limited intellect-
ually; subdued; etc. In Case 27, the clinic described the patient as tense
end slightly uncomfortable, and the parent es articulate; seemingly frank;
fairly sensible; etc.
It would appear therefore, that in two out of the three esses.
Case 19 and Case 23 in this group, the children showed a slight improvement,
despite unfavorable personality traits possessed by the parent. The writer
feels that there is insufficient data with regard to the clinic' s impress-
ion of the patient's personality in Case 19 to drew any conclusions ebout
the patient's favorable or unfavorable personality traits. In Case 23, it
can be ssid that the patient's personality was definitely favorably dis-
posed to improvement as he was mature in his ideas, very informative; ex-
pressed himself well, etc. In the last Case the parent seemed to have
favorable personality traits whereas the clinic's impression of the, child
was too inadequate to drsw any conclusions about the favorableness or un-
favorableness of the patient's personality traits.
To sum up, therefore, it may be seen that one patient was de-
scribed by clinic as having a favorable personality; two patients had neu-
tral personalities. Two mothers were described as having unfavorable per-
sonalities; one mother had a favorable personality make-up. Nothing was
known about the personalities of the three fathers.
These findings would seem to indicate nothing conclusive about, the
relationship of personality to treatment results. It was seer, that one
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child improved where his own personelity was neutral and the mother s was
unfavorable. It would appear therefore that the slightly improved treat-
ment result was not related to a favorable personality on the part of the
patient or parent. However, in no case, were both patient and parent
described unfavorably.
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Chapter XII - Discussion of Unimproved Bright Child
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Parental and Patient' s Attitudes
Towards the Clinic:
Case 16. Patient's attitude to the clinic: l) To the therapist-
Social worker-lie refused to pick up chairs he knocked down in clinic and
paid no attention to the social worker when she requested he be more
quiet or pick things up. Psychiatrist-Patient cooperative end cheerful
but fidgeted a greet deal; lied about his behaviour when thought he
could get away with it. 2) To clinic attendance: Likes clinic very
much; enjoys coming. 3) To other patients:* Very boisterous. "Cut-up"
a great deal with one of the other patients. Copied everything other
patient did. Overactive at the clinic.
Parents' attitude to the clinic: Mother-Cooperative; attended reg-
ularly.
An analysis of this excerpt indicates that the parent in this case
had a seemingly favorable attitude to the clinic. The child enjoyed attend-
ing clinic, but was overactive there, paid no attention, to the social worker
when she requested he be quiet or pick things up, and although the psychia-
trist described him as cooperative and cheerful, she also mentioned the
fact that he lied about his behaviour when he thought he could get away
with it. It would seem that his attitude to the clinic had both favorable
and unfavorable elements.
To sum up, therefore, it can' be seen that the patient was partially
receptive to the clinic. The mother was accepting of the clinic. The
father's attitude towards the clinic was unknown.
From this case it is not apparent that there is any relationship
between the patient' s and parents' attitude to the clinic and unimoroved
treatment results. However, since there is only one such case in question,
it seems invalid to draw any conclusions.
Relationship Between Treatment Results and Clinic's Impression of Parents'
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8nd Patient's Personality:
l) Patient's personality as seen in the home: Generous; good natur-
ed; polite; played with younger children; very bossy; does not have a
greet deal of companionship around the home- few children in the neigh-
borhood; does errands correctly; unable to take responsibility; refuses
to obey; extremely active; aggressive; petty larceny at corner stores;
slaps and hits younger children, 2) Personality as seen in the school:
Does not get along with other children; tattles on them and is tattled
on a great deal; messy and dirty; gets into mischief; passes in no
written work, 3) Clinic impression of the patient's personality hyper-
active; destructive; independent; a greet deal of aggression; every-
thing he does is an expression to seek attention; jealous of younger
sibling; intelligent; quick; eager for attention or approval; likeable
youngster; likes challenging materiel but is satisfied with mediocre
results.
Clinic impression of parents' personality: Mother-Seems to resent
patient, often ignores him. Father-Nice man, but irritable; nervous;
jerky and high strung. No time or patience for boy. Family unstable.
The patient's personality seems to be a combination of desirable
end undesirable traits. He is good natured, generous, polite, does errands
correctly, is independent, intelligent, quick, and eager for approval,
likes challenging material. He is described as a likeable youngster. On
the other hand, he plays with younger children, whom he slaps and hits, is
very bossy, is unable to take responsibility, refuses to obey, is aggress-
ive,. engages in petty larceny, does not get along with the other children
in his class, tattles on them and is tattled on in turn, is dirty and messy,
gets into mischief, is destructive, and is satisfied with mediocre results.
The parents are unstable and seem to reject the boy.
To sum up, therefore, it can be seen that the patient was described
by clinic as having a partially favorable personality. The mother had an
unfavorable personality. The father had an unfavorable personality.
The information about the parents’ personality is inadequate, but
from the above data, it would seem that the interaction of the unfavorable

36
aspects of the patient's personality with that of the parents' personality
might be related to the unimproved treatment result* It would seem that
the parents' instability along with the boy's inability to take responsi-
bility, his refusal to obey, his destructiveness and satisfaction with
mediocre results, would influence adversely the patient’s chances for an
improved treatment result. It might therefore be stated that it was an
interaction of the patient's and parents' personality, rather than the per-
II
sonality of the one or the other thet was related to the unimproved treat-
ment result in this case.
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Chapter XIII - Summary
The writer will devote this chapter to the summarizing of trie
findings of the thesis.
With regard to treatment results, it was found that only one child
out of fourteen bright children studied was unimproved. Out of the fourteen
dull children studied, tnere were four unimproved children. Four of the
fourteen bright children were much improved, whereas none of the dull
children could be classified as much improved. There were four improved
dull children, and six improved bright children, and where there were six
slightly improved children among tne dull children, there were only three
slightly improved children among the bright children studied. If the much
improved children, improved children, and slightly improved children are
brought together under the one heading of improved, it can be seen that
thirteen out of fourteen bright children were improved, while only ten out
of fourteen among the dull children were improved. This would seem to indi-
cate that improvement is positively related to brightness.
It was found teat there was no single personality type that typi-
fied any group of treatment results either among the bright or dull child-
ren.
With regard to differences in personality between dull and bright
children, the writer found that neither group had a monopoly of unfavorable
or favorable personality traits. Although the dull crdldren scored higher
for immaturity, mischievousness, striving for attention, lying, no concen-
tration, fearfulness, and shyness, they appeared as a group -to be more
friendly than the bright children, more sociable, more good-natured, less
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repressed, less tense and less nervous.
With regard to attitudes towards the clinic and tneir relation to
treatment results, it was found that among the unimproved dull children,
the treatment results seemed to be related to unfavorable attitudes toward
the clinic on the part of the child, although in one case, the unimprove-
ment seemed to be related to the mother' s rejection of the clinic as the
cnild 1 s attitude towards the clinic was favorable.
Among the slightly improved dull children it was found that in no
case were both parents and patient completely responsive towards the clinic
and in one case parent and patient were unresponsive towards the clinic.
This would seem to indicate that slightly improved treatment results among
the dull children are not related to favorable attitudes towards tne clinic
on the part of parent or patient.
Among the improved dull children all four were ei trier completely
or partially accepting of the clinic. Two mothers were partially responsive
towards the clinic, one was completely accepting of the clinic, and one was
unresponsive towards the clinic. This would seem to indicate that improved
treatment results among the dull children, were related to the patient’
s
favorable attitude towards the clinic, rather than the parent 1 s, as in one
case the mo ther was unresponsive to the clinic, but the child improved. In
no case among the improved dull children was tne child completely unrespon-
sive towards tne clinic.
Concerning the much improved group of bright children, it was
%
found that tne much improved treatment results were probably not dependent
upon the child' s favorable attitude toward the clinic, as in one of tne
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much improved cases, the child was boastful, supercilious and bored, while
in another case, the child was responsive, but objected somewhat to atten-
ding clinic. In both cases the parents were receptive towards the clinic
and it would seem that tne child 1 s improvement was related to the favorable
parental attitude towards tne clinic.
With regard to the improved group of bright children, the findings
seem to indicate that improved treatment results may be related to eitner
a favorable parental attitude towards tne clinic on tne part of parent or
patient or botn. In no case did the patient improve where both parent and
patient were unfavorably disposed towards the clinic.
Among the slightly improved bright children, the findings would
seem to indicate that the mother' s attitude towards the clinic was related
to tne slightly improved treatment results, since the three children in
this group were favorably disposed toward the clinic, but the mothers,
although they appeared interested and appreciative, were not fully cooper-
ative witn the clinic. It would appear that better treatment results could
nave been attained had tne mothers been mere completely receptive towards
tx^e clinic.
With the one unimproved bright child, tne patient' s attitude to-
wards txxe clinic nad elements of both responsiveness and unresponsiveness,
and the motner was responsive toward txxe clinic. From this case it would
seem apparent that there is no relationship between the patient' s and
parent' s attitude towards the clinic and unimproved treatment results.
With regard to the relationsxiip of treatment results to person-
ality, among txxe unimproved dull children, it was found that in two cases
,,
,
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where the child was unimproved doth the patient and parent had unfavorable
personality traits which would seem to relate to unimprovement. In one case
the patient had an unfavorable personality make-up, but the parent had a
favorable personality. In the fourth case, tne patient's personality was
favorable and seemed unrelated to unimprovement, but tne mother had unfa-
vorable personality traits- In no case did both patient and parent have
favorable personality traits. It can be seen therefore, that unimproved
treatment results among the dull children may be related to unfavorable
personality traits in the parent or the child, or both.
With tne slightly improved dull children the writer found that the
patient was slightly improved wnere both he and parent had favorable person-
ality traits; where patient' s personality appeared partially favorable and
the parent's favorable; where patient £Bd a favorable personality make-up
and tne parent's was unfavorable; where patient was described unfavorably
and parent was described favorably; where patient was described only par-
tially favorably and the parent unfavorably. It would seem, tnerefore, that
sligntly improved treatment results among the dull children are related to
favorable personality traits on the part of either patient or parent or
both. In no case, where the patient was slightly improved, were both patient
and parent described in completely unfavorable terms with regard to person-
ality.
The findings for the improved dull children do not seem to indi-
cate anything conclusive about tne relationship of improvement to person-
ality. It can be seen that in one case, at least, both parent and patient
bad unfavorable personality traits which would seem to hinder improvement,
<,
,
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yet the child improved- It can he seen, nowever, that in one case at least,
the patient did improve where the parent's personality was unfavorable, but
his own personality seemed favorably disposed to improvement. However, in
another case, improvement took place where the patient' s personality could
be called unfavorable and the parent's was only partially favorable.
Among the much improved bright children the findings with regard
to the relationship of improvement to personality did not show any single
tendency. Two children improved greatly, despite -unfavorable personality
traits on the part of the parent. One child, himself, possessed personality
traits which would seem to be unrelated to improved treatment results. In
one instance, both patient and parents bad favorable personality traits.
The findings among the improved bright children, indicated that
improved treatment results cannot be related to either the child' s or
parent's favorable personality make-up. It can be seen that the child did
improve in at least two cases where his own personality was more favor-
able tnan the parent's. In a third case, where the parent's personality
was unknown, the child' s was favorable and improvement took place. One
child improved despite the fact that both he and parent were described as
having unfavorable personality traits which would seem to be unrelated to
improvement.
Among the sligutly improved bright children, two out of tnree
children showed slight improvement, inspite of unfavorable parental per-
sonality traits. In a third case the cnild 1 s personality seemed neutral,
but tne mother's was described very favorably. In anotner case the child'
s
personality was neutral and the mother's was unfavorable. Nothing conclu-
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sive can be drawn from these findings- However, in no case were both pa-
tient and parent described unfavorably.
With the unimproved bright child tne findings seemed to indicate
tnat tnere was an interaction of the unfavorable aspects of the parent 1 s
personality with tne unfavorable aspects of tne patient 1 s personality
which seemed to be related to tne unimproved treatment results- It would
appear tnat tne parent' s instability along with the boy' s inability to
take responsibility, his refusal to obey, nis destructiveness, and satis-
faction with mediocre results, would seem to influence adversely the pa-
tient 1 s chances for an improved treatment result. It might therefore be
stated that it was an interaction of the patient' s and parents' personality
traits, -rather tnan tne personality of the one or the other that was re-
lated to tne unimproved treatment results in this case.
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Chapter XIV - Conclusions
The purpose of this thesis was to determine the relationship be-
tween personality traits of dull and bright children and treatment results.
It was based on a study of twenty-eight cases, taken from the files of the
Division of Mental Hygiene, child guidance clinics. Having selected only
those cases which satisfied the limitations imposed on the study, these
twenty-eight cases represented a fair sample of the ceses closed in 1943,
1944, and 1945. The purpose of these limitations was to eliminate extran-
eous factors and thereby produce more valid conclusions.
The children were divided into two groups, dull and bright; the
dull having intelligence quotients ranging from seventy-five to eighty-nine;
the bright with intelligence quotients ranging from 110 to 123.
In addition to the main question posed in the thesis, the writer
hoped that the study would provide answers to certain other questions, seem-
ingly related. These questions were as follows: How do treatment results
among bright children compare with treatment results among dull children?
Are there definite and recognizable personality traits which seem to be re-
lated to improvement? Similarly, are there certain personality traits which
seem to be related to unimproved treatment results? Do the bright children
have more favorable personality traits than the dull children? Y.Tiat is the
relationship between the child’s and parent’s attitude towards the clinic
and treatment results?
With regard to the fundamental question of the study, namely, the
relationship between treatment results and personality, it is interesting
that the relationship between personality end treatment results seemed un-
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effected by brightness or dullness. The relationships and tendencies were
similar among the dull and bright children. Concerning improved treatment
results, which category includes much improved, improved, and slightly im-
proved children, it can be stated that the findings did not reveal any de-
finite relationship between the child's or the parent's personality and im-
provement among either the dull or bright children. It was noted that the
child improved where he had an unfavorable personality, and the parent had
a favorable personality, where the child's personality was favorable and the
parent's was unfavorable, or where both child and parent were described as
possessing unfavorable personalities. The writer concludes, therefore, that
improvement was unrelated to personality in the child or parent among the
dull and bright children.
Although personality did not seem to be significant in affecting
improvement, there did seem to be a relationship between unimprovement and
personality. In no case among the dull or bright unimproved children were
both patient and parents described in favorable personality terms, although
one or the other may have been described favorably. In the one unimproved
brignt case, the child's personality was described as partially favorable,
while the parents had unfavorable personalities. In two of the four unim-
proved dull cases, both parent and child had unfavorable personalities. In
8 third case, the child's personality was unfavorable end the parent's was
favorable. Only one child in the unimproved dull group had a favorable per-
sonality, but the parent in this case was described unfavorably. However,
the sample of unimproved cases was very small and any broad conclusions
based on these findings would seem unjustified. It can be stated, however.
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that from the four unimproved cases studied there seemed to be a tendercy
for unimprovement to be related to the unfavorable personality of the child
or parent or both.
With regard to the question of how treatment results among bright
children compared with treatment results among dull children, the findings
were very revealing. Not only were more bright children improved, thirteen
out of fourteen as compared with ten out of fourteen dull children, but there
was a greater degree of improvement among bright children. This was evi-
denced in the fsct that although there were four much improved bright chil-
dren, there were no dull children classified as much improved. While six
of the bright children were classified as improved, only four dull children
had improved treatment results. Also, whereas there were six slightly im-
proved dull children, there were only three slightly improved bright chil-
dren. There was only one unimproved bright child in the bright group, but
four unimproved cases in the dull group. It can therefore, be concluded
that improvement is related to brightness.
*\
Another question posed in the thesis concerned the possible dif-
ferences in personality between the various groups of treatment results.
It was found that there was no typical personality that characterized any
group of treatment results either among the bright or dull children. Ratheif
the children, for the most part, shared many traits in common. This would
seem to indicate that treatment results among the dull and bright children
were rot related to specific personality traits.
Concerning personality differences between the dull and bright
children, the thesis revealed that neither group had a monopoly of unfavor-
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stile or favorable personality traits. However, more bright children had
favorable personalities and more dull children had unfavorable personali-
ties. Only five dull children had favorable personalities whereas seven
bright children had favorable personalities. Whereas six dull children had
unfavorable personalities only two bright children were described as having
unfavorable personalities.
Although the dull children scored higher for immaturity, mischiev-
ousness, striving for attention, lying, no concentration, fearfulness, and
shyness, they appeared as a group to be more friendly than the bright chil-
dren, more sociable, more good-natured, less repressed, less tense and less
nervous. Therefore, it can be pointed out that although certain traits
were found more commonly in one group than in the other, neither group had
all favorable or all unfavorable traits, and both groups had some of each.
Consequently, it might be concluded that although favorable personality
traits were found in dull and bright children, and similarly, unfavorable
personality traits were found in both dull and bright children, there seem-
ed to be a greater tendency for bright children to develop favorable per-
sonalities and for dull children to develop unfavorable personalities.
Improved treatment results among the dull children would seern to
be unrelated to attitudes towards the clinic, on the pert of patient or
parents. In one case the child improved where both he and the parent had
unfavorable attitudes towards the clinic. In another case, improvement
took place where the parent was not accepting of the clinic, and the pa-
tient was only partially accepting. In still another situation, the parent
was partially accepting and the patient was not receptive towards the clin-
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ic. It would seem, therefore, that improved treatment results among the
dull children were unrelated to parental or patient’s attitudes towards the
clinic. The findings for improved treatment results among the "bright chil-
dren showed a different trend. Improvement seemed to be related to a re-
ceptive attitude towards the clinic on the part of the patient or parent or
both among the bright children. In no case where the child improved, were
both parent and patient unaccenting of the clinic. None of the narents
were unreceptive towards the clinic, although some were only partially re-
ceptive. In conclusion, it may be stated that improved treatment results
were related to parental and patients' attitudes towards the clinic among
the bright children, but were unrelated to attitudes towards the clinic on
the part of parents or patients among the dull children.
Unimproved treatment results showed the same trend in both bright
and dull groups. Unimprovement seemed unrelated to either patients' or
parents' attitudes towards the clinic. In the unimproved bright cese, the
patient was partially accepting of the clinic and the parents were wholly
accepting of the clinic. In no case among the dull children were both par-
ents and patient unreceptive towards the clinic. In conclusion it might be
stated that there was no clear-cut relationship between unimproved treat-
ment results and patients' or parents' attitudes towards the clinic among
the bright and dull children.
It is interesting that although improvement was related to bright-
ness, as seen by the large number of improved bright children snd the great-
er intensity of improvement, improvement was not related to the personality
of the child or parent. It can also be noted that while improvement seemed
--
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related to oarentel and patients' attitudes towards the clinic among the
bright children, improvement was not affected by these attitudes among the
dull children. Concerning improvement, it would seem from the small sample
of unimproved cases studied that no broad conclusions could be drawn, but
the findings did show a trend for unimprovement to be related to the per-
sonality of the child or parent or both. However, unimprovement was ’un-
related to either patients' or parents' attitudes towards the clinic among
bright and dull children. The findings with regard to personality were
very interesting and indicated that favorable and unfavorable personality
traits are found in both bright and dull children, although there is a
greater tendency for bright children to develop a favorable personality
and for dull children to develop an unfavorable personality. However,
there was no specific personality type that characterized any one group of
treatment results.
Approved,
Dean
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APPENDIX
Schedule used to excerpt cases
NAME
:
BIRTHDATE
:
GRaDE at time of REFERRAL:
I.Q. s
SIBLINGS:
1. Number
2. Age
3. Sex
DATE OPENED:
DATE CLOSED:
WHY REFERRED:
OTHER PROBLEMS:
TREATMENT RESULTS:
LENGTH OF TIME KNOWN TO CLINIC:
TYPES OF TREATMENT:
A. Psychotherapy
B. Other
I. SOCIO-ECONOMIC SITUATION
A. FATHER
1. Employment
2. Health
3. Temperament
4. Other
B. MOTHER
1. Employment
2. Health
3. Temperament
4. Other
II. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
A. MOTHER’S ATTITUDE TO PATIENT
B. FATHER’S ATTITUDE TO PATIENT
C. DISCIPLINE
1. Administered by whom?
2. Type
3. Patient’s reaction to discipline
D. PATIENT’S ATTITUDE TO SIBLINGS
III. PATIENT’S PERSONALITY AS DESCRIBED BY PARENT
IV. PATIENT'S PERSONALITY AS SEEN IN SCHOOL SITUATION
V. CLINIC IMPRESSION OF PATIENT’S PERSONALITY
VI. PATIENT’S ATTITUDE AND RESPONSE ^0 CLINIC
A. TO THERAPIST
B. TO CLINIC ATTENDANCE
C. TO OTHER PATIENTS
D. OTHER
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VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
Schedule (continued)
PATIENT'S RESPONSE TO TREATMENT
A. AS SEEN BY PARENT
B. AS SEEN BY THERAPIST
C. AS PATIENT SEES IT
D. OTHER (SCHOOL? etc.)
Parents' attitueg to problem
PARENTS’ ATTITUDE TO CLINIC
PARENTS' RESPONSE TO TREATMENT
CLINIC IMPRESSION OF PARENTS’ PERSONALITY
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